Farewell Matthew!

Memories from the CAST of Boston Old Town Trolley Tours
to tell you about him that I could
...from John Welby

I first met Matthew Murphy when I started working for Old Town
Trolley Tours of Boston in April of 1997, when he was still a conductor
and dispatcher. I quickly learned that, as dispatcher, Matthew was
always focused on guest satisfaction, which was a trait I didn’t always
appreciate at the time as it often meant little, if any, break time for
me so as not to keep the guests waiting. He lived by the mantra
“when in doubt, send it out”, meaning send the trolley and don’t
keep the guests waiting. Matthew was always focused on making
sure the guests had the best possible experience here in Boston.
As time went on I got to know Matthew more and more and I
grew to appreciate him for his many great qualities and especially his
leadership skills. After working here for several years I too became a
dispatcher even though I swore I would
never get into management again. To
give you some background, I had been
in management for twelve years at my
previous employer and I was burnt out.
With Matthew’s guidance I became
a successful dispatcher, then Head
Conductor and Operations Manager.
If you had asked me in 1997 if I would
become a leadager at Old Town Trolley,
I would have told you that you’re crazy!
Matthew’s leadership, encouragement
and guidance made that possible for
me and we have made a good team for
the past ten years.
When things got tough
we could always rely on each
other for support and most
importantly a little comic relief.
There are so many things I want
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write a book. But, in an effort to
be “pithy” (as he would say) I will
share one of my favorite stories.
Often times around the
holidays, the office staff will have
a special lunch and do “Secret
Santa” gifts. Several years ago
we gathered in the
Conference Room
for a pot-luck lunch
and to exchange
gifts. It came time
for Matthew to
open his gift and he
got very excited. It
was a beautifully
wrapped box with
ribbons and bows
and looked like someone had
spent a fortune on it. Matthew
gleefully exclaimed, “I can’t wait
to open this, it’s got my curiosity
aroused!” The room was silent for
a moment until yours truly said,
“I hope that’s all that’s aroused”!
Needless to say we all had a good laugh, including Matthew.
I know we’ve been through some tough times, but looking back
now I can only remember the laughs we shared and the things he
accomplished here at OTT.
Matthew, I wish you much success and happiness in all your
future endeavors. I thank you from the bottom of my heart for all of
your support, guidance, leadership, friendship and for teaching me
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from the desk of the chief conductor

Remembering we are on Stage

Is There Another Thing
that Makes us Different?
by Chris Belland; CEO of Historic Tours of America

On a recent trip to Boston, I had the
opportunity to observe our front line
CASTmembers and the employees of other
companies. It made me start to think about one of the other things
that makes us a different and better company than our competitors.
Our company has borrowed liberally from things that work in
other great companies, not the least of which are Federal Express,
the Walt Disney Company and Ritz-Carlton. In fact, as all HTA
CASTmembers know, we have emulated some of the terms that
Disney uses to remind their “Cast” that they are not doing a job but
they are “on stage”, not in uniforms but in their “costumes”.
Whether subtley or overtly, it has been part of our hallmark
to always be aware of the fact that we are not driving a bus telling
passengers historical information. We are on a trolley telling our
guests stories about the cities in which we operate. Believe me,
there is a big difference.
One of the reasons that caused me to start thinking about this
is because on almost every occasion of observing our competitors’
front line people, they are doing things that we would absolutely
never permit. Our CAST is always in clean uniform costumes
that give us a real air of professionalism. We do not permit our
CASTmembers to smoke in front of guests. While sometimes it is
necessary for our CASTmembers to eat on site, it is encouraged that
it be done out of view of the guests as best as possible.
I am not sure
how much our
guests
notice
to what great
lengths we go
to make a good
first impression

but maybe that is the point. By not
noticing dirty, unkempt uniforms or
Christopher Belland
the fact that someone selling you a
Chief Executive Officer
ticket is smoking a cigarette, certainly
says something about the company with which they are dealing.
Whenever I have the opportunity and privilege of doing an
orientation for new hires, one of the things I talk about is the
difference between the many different “roles” in our company.
There are those of us, myself included, who are “backstage”. What
we do is critical to the production of the entertainment but it is
something that goes unseen by our guests. Then, there are those
of us who are “on stage” for the majority of their work day.
Of course, I am talking about our sales representatives, our
hotel representatives, our management staff and, certainly, our
historytellers, tour conductors and tour engineers. Just like a jazz
band, there are times when one instrument takes the lead and is
the focus of the audience and when that attention is passed on to
another player in the band, it should be a seamless appreciation for
the piece being played. Our presentation is no different.
When those of us off stage make sure that the vehicles or
attractions are clean and safe, we then pass on the venue to a tour
guide, conductor or engineer who presents it along with a narrative
to the more-than-general satisfaction of our guests. When one
part of that process falls short, the rest of it suffers accordingly. Our
report card is our comment card and the guests’ level of satisfaction
is clear. From carrying approximately two million guests a year on
our tours, we refund approximately one half of one percent of the
tickets sold. You don’t have to be a statistician to know that this is
success no matter how you define it and our “production”, as seen
on stage by our “audience”, is appreciated.

Every guest who
tours with us receives
this card, which also
serves as their ticket.
Our comment card
program is one of
the most important
things our company
has. It serves as a
report card to how
well we are doing.
We even pay the
postage!

CEO Chris Belland treated his ladies to lunch! Piper Smith, Nancy Aspinwall, Hope
Casas, Tania Alpazar, and Monica Munoz joined him for a nice afternoon treat at the
Ocean Key House’s Hot Tin Roof.

twitter.com/historictours
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facebook.com/historictours
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Kendall Square’s
New Sales Kiosk
by Matthew Murphy; General Manager

We recently opened a
new sales kiosk at our Kendall
Square Stop in Cambridge,
which is adjacent to the campus
of the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology. It’s also an area
that’s very heavy with tourist
foot traffic, as a number of
major Cambridge Hotels are
nearby as well. Depot Sales
Manager Ed Doerr is shown
here proudly showing off the
new kiosk, which is placed just
outside Kendall Square Station
of the red line subway (or “the
T” as we call it here). Even
when the kiosk is closed up,
it still provides a colorful sales
presence and advertisement
New Kendall Square Kiosk.
for our tours. Special thanks
are due to Erika Jacoby at Black Dog Advertising for coming up
with the terrific graphics, Operations Manager John Welby for
his expert, detail-oriented collaboration, and the Molly Trolley
company of Maine for their quality construction job. Ain’t that
booth a beautiful sight?

Our New Sales
Environment in the Shops
at the Prudential Center

The New Greenway Carousel

Bostonians and tourists alike were excited to see the new
Greenway Carousel unveiled recently, which is located on a parcel
just a few paces away from Old Town Trolley’s Stop #1 on the
Boston Waterfront. This particular stretch of the Rose Fitzgerald
Kennedy Greenway (which replaced the old elevated expressway
once the “Big Dig” was completed) has become a tourism magnet,
featuring fountains, farmer’s markets, food trucks, and now this
utterly unique and whimsical carousel. The Greenway Carousel
was designed and built over three years by the sculptor Jeff Briggs
of Newburyport, MA, and features 14 different types of creatures
that are associated in some way with the area: butterflies, owls,
a grasshopper, a squirrel, a turtle – even a skunk! The carousel
holds 36 people at a time, and is handicap accessible. So far, the
Greenway Carousel seems to be a hit, with long lines of children
and adults waiting to take a ride. Of course, those folks waiting in
line for the carousel are also within sight of the Old Town Trolleys,
and I think we’ll attract our fair share of folks that will ride both the
carousel and the trolleys!

For the last eight years or so, we’ve enjoyed having a sales cart
in the Shops at Prudential Center, a very busy shopping mall in
Boston’s historic Back Bay area. However, we recently felt it was
time to “up the ante” and create an entirely new and different type
of sales location. What we came up with is, in my not-so-humble
opinion, a dazzling, dynamic new “sales environment” that is unlike
any sales booth or kiosk we’ve ever had. The new sales location
consists of three different elements that work together to create
a “walk through-and-around” location, a space that invites the
guests to interact, explore, and learn about Old Town Trolley Tour
of Boston. These three different pieces, pictured here, include a
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sales/POS kiosk (where our
Gateway ticketing system is
located); a brochure rack that
showcases not only our Old
Town Trolley free map but
also our partner attraction’s
brochures as well; and a large
display unit toward the back of
the space that features a large, colorful version of the OTT map of
Boston and other signage. The day I took these pictures, sale rep
Loretta Strouble was having a productive day of selling tickets, but
took time out to serve as model and show off the new location. I
should also add that the new sales environment is located in an
excellent part of the mall with heavy pedestrian traffic, and thus
far is performing extremely well. Special thanks are due to Ed
Doerr and John Welby (who gave a lot of input about the design);
to Kevin Nice of SN Consulting (who did the actual design and
whose creativity and expertise were much appreciated); to the
ever-fabulous Erika Jacoby of Black Dog Advertising for once again
producing eye-catching graphics; and of course to the management
team at Boston Properties, especially Christine Bouffard and Lisa
Cunniff. We look forward to selling lots of tickets in this location
for years to come!

The Queen Arrives

Cruise ship season
got an early start this
year when the Queen
Mary 2 arrived in Boston
on July 4 this summer.
But this was only the
Queen Mary’s first trip
to Boston this year; she
came back in September,
and John Welby and Cheryl DeSimone had the pleasure of being
invited on board for lunch and a tour of this impressive vessel. The
pictures here cannot convey the jaw-dropping size of this gigantic
ship, nor its magnificent beauty, nor the delight exuded by
Welby and Cheryl as they spent time with the shore-excursion

View from the boat parked
in port.
John Welby and Cheryl
DeSimone visit with the
Queen Mary’s staff.

management team. Thanks to Welby
and and Cheryl for forging strong ties
with the Queen Mary team, and for
all your hard work in making the Queen Mary’s experience with Old
Town Trolley so successful. (One request, though: next time bring
the general manager on board with you for a visit!

You may recall from the last issue of the
Nation’s Storyteller that some very eyecatching trash receptacles (we prefer to
call them SRK’s....which stand for Solar
Recycling Kiosks) have been popping
up all over town, promoting Old Town
Trolley very effectively. If you look closely
at the pictured to the right, you’ll see
that this latest SRK is located right at the
bridge where the Boston Tea Party Ships
& Museum is located. I want to thank
Michael Chandler (sometimes referred to
as “The Professor”) for helping secure these
wonderful sales locations, and bringing the
“Big Bellies” or SRK’s to fruition.

HAPPY

ANNIVERSARY
August

Namik Zeqolli, 10 years
Cheryl Desimone, 9 years
Edgard Pluviose, 8 years
John Wylie, 8 years

september

Jeffrey Semeraro, 26 years
Forest Mason, 5 years
Larry Clearman, 4 years
John Speck, 1 year
Leslie Nagy and Cathy Hutchinson greeted
the 221 guests who toured with us off the Queen Mary 2.
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tea party ship
Manuel Feliciano, 1 year

The Nation’s Storyteller

old town trolley
Natalie D’Agostino
Andrea Lawless
Anthony Pizzi
Michele Proude
Jaye Smith
Christopher Daviau
Solene Jean
James Seaton
Maryann Truax

tea party ship
Matthew MacLeod
Ediwn Silva

castmember
spotlight

comments count

Marion Hunt

Sales Representative, Old Town Trolley Tours of Boston

background

Hey there! This is Marion from
OTT Boston! I was born and raised
in the Boston area and have lived
here for most of my life. My father
worked in the travel industry and my
mother worked as a nurse in area
hospitals and rehab centers. Growing
up with parents like these meant that
my family and I travelled extensively
and faking a sick day from school was
nearly impossible!
I’ve been to England, Scotland, Germany, even Turkey.
Meeting travelers from these countries reminds me of the times
I have spent abroad.
For over 20 years I’ve been involved in Renaissance Festivals
here in Massachusetts, Wisconsin and Connecticut. I’ve been
a shopkeeper, an actress, singer, costumer and even a sword
fighter. I make all of my own clothing for events like these as
well as for a local dance troupe. I am currently involved with the
SCA as a Medieval Recreationist and enjoy creating 14th century
historical women’s clothing.
I’ve worked as a Barista, cashier, dishware painter and
even a professional lawnmower! This is my third year as a sales
representative, and I feel as though I have finally found my niche.
The CAST and crew have been a welcoming group and I think
they are just as nutty as I am. Thanks for taking me on, OTT!

Original comment card submitted by Mike Ercoland and family.

Q | What is your greatest fear?
A | Having my knitting unravel
Q | What is your favorite vacation spot?
A | Butler County, PA
Q | Which talent would you most like to have?
A | Juggling
Q | What is your most treasured possession?
A | My 1949 edition of the Better Homes and Gardens

Cookbook or my Kenmore sewing machine

Q | Who are your favorite writers?
A | Neil Gaiman, Christopher Moore and William

Shakespeare

Mr. Ercoland’s response to our refund.

twitter.com/bostontours

facebook.com/bostontours
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vendor spotlight

Ellen Coppinger: Sheraton Boston Hotel
by Cathy Hutchinson; Vendor Sales Account Manager

September 15, 2013 marked Ellen
Coppinger’s 10 year anniversary of working
at the Sheraton Boston Hotel. She still
remembers the day she went for her
interview like it was yesterday. Ellen was a little scared because
the hotel is so big. But, in order to challenge herself, Ellen applied
for a front desk agent position at Boston’s largest hotel. She made
such a good impression, she was hired on the spot! After one and
a half years working at the front desk, Ellen applied for and was
accepted at a concierge position.
Ellen took a bit of a career detour before finding her true
calling. She grew up in Hingham, Massachusetts and after high
school, attended Simmons where she studied Communication and
Public Relations. After college, Ellen worked as a sales assistant for
a radio staion, a DJ assistant, and then at a small hotel in Boston
before going to the Sheraton. When I asked Ellen how she ended
up in the hotel business when she started out on such a different
career path, she told me that she always knew she’d end up
working at a hotel and her interest began in childhood when she
played the boardgame Hotels. It was one of her favorite games.
In addition to being a stellar concierge, Ellen is very involved

with the Greater Boston
Concierge Association.
She
attends all of the meetings,
has served as Secretary in the
past and is currently the Public
Relations person. Also, two
and a half years ago, Ellen was
accepted into Les Clefs D’or. In
fact, she recently returned from
Chicago where she attended the
conference and 35th anniversary
celebration for the organization.
Ellen Coppinger
Ellen is a very loyal supporter
of Old Town Trolley Tours. She
reommends our tour because it runs more frequently than the
other companies, she seldom gets complaints, our conductors are
knowledgeable, there is a stop conveniently located in front of the
hotel and there is a lot of added value in the ticket. We are so lucky
to have Ellen Coppinger on board with us. Thank you Ellen! We
look forward to many more years of working together.

Finn

Owner: Michael “The Professor” Chandler; Director of Sales

Let me introduce you to The Great & Powerful Finn (his
actual full name and well deserved), a 138 pound Great Pyrenees,
otherwise known as the European Bear dog.
“Pyrs” are used all over the mountain areas of Europe to guard
herds of sheep, cattle and even llamas. They love weather, especially
winter weather. Deep snows, high winds, sub-zero temperatures
are all favorites of Pyrs. A perfect New England dog!
When Mrs. Professor’s personal guard dog & companion,
Ted the Wonder Mutt (star of a previous issue of NST) went over
the Rainbow Bridge, The Professor convinced her to go big, we
mean BIG, as in new Washington DC trolley big! A several month
internet search led us to “BigFluffyDogs.com”. With rescue and
fostering facilities throughout the Southern states, BFD.com is
a wonderful organization that rescues, simply put…Big Fluffy
Dogs. Bernese Mountain, Swiss Mountain, St. Bernards, Newfies
and Great Pyrnees, plus all the mixed big breeds. Dogs that don’t
belong in Georgia or Mississippi, etc. Dogs who crave a good
blizzard,; dogs who think a Nor’Easter makes a great playmate.
Finn is a model Great Pyr. Loves snow, especially deep, rich
snow drifts; at six degrees below zero this past winter, Finn just sat
outside and smiled. He has a certain amount of Pyr stubbornness,
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as if he knows things we don’t; a sense of smell that is equaled
only by bloodhounds and his sight is unequaled. He is a guard
dog with a capital G. He does bark at 3AM, but only for cause…
say a squirrel burped in St Louis. Try being awakened at 5AM by
Finn’s 35-pound head resting on your bed, three inches from your
eyes. There he is when you open your eyes, Finn from three inches.
Thank goodness he loves us.
If you are looking for big bundles of love,
companionship and safety, try BigFluffyDogs.
com….but only if you are ready for what a
100-pound plus dog brings with it.

The Nation’s Storyteller

castmember spotlight
Josiah George

Boston Tea Party Ships and Museum

background

I was born on Christmas Eve in the
year of our country’s bicentennial. My
earliest memories are of heeding Mr.
Rogers’ advice to enter into a world of
make believe. I costumed myself and
everyone on the block and conscripted
the neighbor kids into being pirates,
storm troopers, or archaeologists. The
highlights of my childhood growing up
in California were our annual family
visits to Disneyland and Universal Studios. I didn’t want to just
visit there. I wanted a dream job, to live there and work there
and create things there. At the age of 10, I designed an immersive
Indiana Jones experience attraction and what do you know, eight
years later, I waited four hours in line to ride it! Someone at Disney
must have found my drawings and notes in the trash. Immediately
after getting off, I ran back to the end of the line to go again.
By the time I reached my teens, I had developed a love for
music, history, art, and theater, which seemed to excite me the
most. If I became an actor, maybe I could still play at make believe.
As a college student at the University of Kentucky, my appreciation
for what went on behind the scenes grew as I studied technical
theater, sound design, stage direction and stage management and
earned my Bachelors degree in Theatre. My first professional stage
management job was an outdoor drama, The Legend of Daniel
Boone, which kindled a fascination with colonial era history. I stage
managed professionally as an AEA and AGMA union member for
about ten years in companies like Boston Lyric Opera, Maine State
Music Theater, Stoneham Theater, and Opera Pacific.
In late summer of 2005, I answered an audition notice for a
ghost tour in Boston. At that audition, I met Entertainment and
Production Manager Evan O’Brien. It was there that a friendship
and mutual respect for talent, craft, and professionalism emerged.
I would spend the next six seasons haunting Boston as Lucious
Branch with Ghosts and Gravestones as often as my theater

july

schedule allowed, in what I thought was the
best “moonlighting” job one could have. I
hated to leave it when after 10 wonderful years
in Boston, my wife and I decided to move our
young family back to Kentucky. Just five months
later, I got a call from Evan who was now the
creative manager for what would be the new
Boston Tea Party Ships & Museum asking if
I might consider moving back to work with him. I don’t think he
expected me to say “Well, I’m definitely interested.” Another cross
country move later, we were back in Boston and I was starting
the best “daylighting” job you could have, as assistant creative
manager for the Boston Tea Party Ships & Museum! Each day I
go to work at my dream job, where I co-direct and stage manage
an annual historical reenactment, costume everyone on the block,
perform, create, and work aboard the best new attraction in this
great nation! Huzzah!

Q | What is your idea of perfect happiness?
A | Cool weather…blue sky…slight breeze…Adirondack
chair…and the sights and sounds of the ocean.

Q | What is your greatest fear?
A | They say our fears come out in our dreams…

If that’s the case then, Tornadoes, Tsunamis, and
Velociraptors.

Q | Who are your favorite writers?
A | Poe, Dickens, Virginia Lee Burton (Mike Mulligan and his
Steam Shovel, The Little House, etc.)

Q | What is your favorite vacation spot?
A | Swan’s Island, Maine
Q | What three things will you always find in my
refrigerator?

A | Milk, orange juice, eggs

august

Michael Buchanan, Conductor Maureen Marotta, Conductor
Andrew Quinney, Sales Rep.
Kyle Deslauriers, Sales Rep.
Meg Feczko, Supporting
Aldwin Perodin, Supporting
Kilian Webster, Actor
Tim Carr, Actor

Coffin naps... Never a dull moment at
Ghosts and Gravestones.
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washington, Dc
Work Hard,
Play Hard!
by Jerry Miller; General Manager

Some individuals and organizations use
“Work Hard, Play Hard” as a motto, either
officially or unofficially. It’s a variation on
similar mottoes which promote the virtues of hard work, or a work
ethic, by adding a counterbalancing focus on play.
In Washington DC, we don’t have the luxury of good & steady
ridership numbers all year round. We pull slow numbers from
mid-November through mid-March. This is our time to dissect
the operation, address our challenges and make improvements.
We pull average numbers from mid-March through mid-May and
again from mid-September through mid-November, which is good
because we need these times to either gear up for our busy season,
or regroup after it. Then there’s mid-May through mid-September,
when it’s all hands on deck.
This year was no different. Comparing 2013 to 2012, our May
trolley ridership was up 10.5%. June was up 9.2%, July was up
27.9% and August ended with a 21.0% increase over last year. Duck
ridership for those same periods was up 46.5%, down 4.1%, down
4.5% and up 8.8%. Fiscal year-to-date, Washington DC ridership is
up across-the board over last year. Sure, I can credit our increased
numbers to having more vehicles,
having newer vehicles and having bigger
vehicles, but a lot of the credit really goes
to the 121 dedicated and committed
CASTmembers who came to work every
day with temperatures in the mid to
upper 90’s…the sun beating down and
We have new DC Trolley
sweat pouring off them…to provide
Stop Signs at all “non” park
genuine encounters to our guests. And
service stops. This will also
assist our conductors to
this was accomplished. Our comment
know where they should be
cards and website comments reflect
pulling up to exactly at each
stop to load and unload.
overall guest satisfaction with this

Moments before the Nation’s Storyteller presses rolled, Ed Swift III addressed
the cast of OTT/WDC, kicking off his widely anticipated visit. Ed shared his
appreciation for OTT/WDC’s embracing of HTA’s core values and for delivering a
brand of human interaction that our guests correctly perceive as profound.
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year’s busy season. On the home front, our positive shift in morale
and attitude reflect overall CAST satisfaction as well.
During these past few months, not only were we turning some
extraordinary numbers, we were also remodeling the briefing
room and break room, redecorating the lobby and reception
areas, learning how to safely operate our new behemoth stadium
trolleys, training several new conductors and sales reps, going
through the laborious process of converting many of our CDL
licenses from class C to class B, breaking in a new Safety Officer
and a new General Manager, planning the addition of a new
25,000 sq ft vehicle barn, and completing some preemptive work
in preparation for dissecting our operation down to its core during
our off-season. WHEW! Yeah, we’ve been working hard, but that’s
the epitome of the team of fine individuals here in DC.
To keep our sanity and take a break from the hustle and bustle
of the season, we’ve “played hard” by occasionally enjoying
donuts, cupcakes, cobblers and cheesecakes, compliments of our
awesome General Manager (Hey, how many opportunities do
I get to pat myself on the back?) Oh yeah, let’s not forget the
four occasions this year when we enjoyed incredible BBQ from
our own Mikel Godboldt, aka
“Body Shop Mike”, aka “Griller
Extraordinaire”.
From grilled
cabbage, corn on the cob, and
baked beans, to grilled chicken
breasts, wings, hamburgers,
brats, and hot dogs, this man
is CRAZY with a BBQ grill! Nom
nom nom!!
Yep, we work hard and we
play hard…and we wouldn’t have
it any other way! After all, we are
Our trolley barn BBQ.
TEAM DC!

Bean was Born!!
by Abe Burgos; Charter and Group Sales Manager

On September 5, 2013, this
world was blessed with the birth
of Nehemiah Jace Edwards. We
will refer to Nehemiah from here
on out as just “Bean.” Bean grew
in his mother’s belly until the
fateful day when mommy Head
Conductor Loletta Edwards
got a call that the water had
broken. Loletta panicked until
superhero and wunderkind Abe
Burgos took the radio from her
and allowed her to hurry away to

The Nation’s Storyteller

witness the birth. Thinking that it was only going to take twenty
minutes, Loletta gave Abe a hug and said “I’ll see you later.”
Ten hours later, Bean was born...Bean was 6.68 pounds and
20 inches tall. Bean enjoys sleeping, eating, sleeping, crying, and
playing on his stomach. But his favorite thing in the world to do is
curl up and sleep. Also poop. Welcome to the world Nehemiah. It
wasn’t the same without you.

End of the Season
by Teresa Butts; Depot Sales Manager

The season is officially over. The day after Labor Day felt like
someone had pulled the plug. The summer is so busy that when
it ends, it always feels strange. This summer we were up to a staff
of twenty ticketsellers plus myself. All of the summer hires have
gone back to college, and we will be seeing some of them again
next summer, we hope! We are back down to a staff of fourteen
ticketsellers including myself.
This summer, despite facing some unexpected challenges,
my awesome sales team was able to make their goal in July and
August! My sales reps of the month were David Johnson for July
and Patrick Burnett for August. However, all of my team did a great
job, and I so appreciate what they do!

Daddy King
by Bob Norris; Business Manager

On August 28, 2013, the 50th
anniversary of the The March
On Washington was celebrated
on The National Mall and many
attending took the occasion to
remember Martin Luther King, Jr. – The man who led the civil rights
movement in America in the 1950s and 1960s. Unfortunately, I
cannot recall the many talking heads commenting that day having
a word about another great civil rights leader – Martin Luther King,
Sr. or “Daddy King”.
King, Sr. was a Baptist preacher in
Atlanta who preached racial equality
in the 1930s and 1940s South when
it was dangerous to do so and long
before the rest of the country had
much sympathy for the idea. Among
his accomplishments, King, Sr. fought
To equalize teacher salaries in Atlanta,
helped end the Jim Crow laws in
Georgia, and led the NAACP in Georgia
at a time when many segregationists in
the state considered it to be a radical
organization. These and other efforts
by King, Sr. helped set the stage for the
more momentous era of the civil rights
movement in the 1950s and 1960s

which was led by his son. In paralleling their lives, King, Jr. worked
from the same civil rights playbook that his father had developed
only during a time period when the movement was beginning to
gain traction in the country.
In the final act of his life, King, Sr. arguably may have been
the first African American responsible for electing a President of
the United States. After Jimmy Carter’s early success in the 1976
Democrat primaries, some influential party members started the
“ABC” movement or “Anybody But Carter”. King, Sr. rescued his
fellow Georgian by hailing his prior efforts to overcome segregation
in their state. King, Sr.’s support helped Carter marshal enough
support from African Americans to win Carter the Democrat
nomination. During his turn to speak on August 28th, Carter paid
tribute to “Daddy King” for this service.

Concierge Around the World

Welcome to the wonderful world of the National Concierge
Association. Terrie, the Director of Sales with Old Town Trolley
Tours in DC, has been the Affiliate Liaison for the DC Chapter of the
NCA for the past two years. Over those years, she has seen blood,
sweat and tears. Blood from your own hands as she picked crabs
from this year’s crab feast fund-raiser; sweat while preparing food
in the kitchen at Martha’s Table; and tears of joy from the numerous
awards – seven this year alone. This DC Chapter has had the honor
of winning Best Chapter Newsletter (twice), Best Chapter Affiliate
Partner (Yes – OTT), Best Chapter of the Year for 2013 and many
others. As the Affiliate Liaison, it has given her the opportunity to
be a part of a magnificent organization that honors and supports
all fields of a concierge. You will find the hotel concierge along
with luxury high-rise concierges, hospital concierges and even a
church concierge. “Being a part of this organization has given me
another market of opportunity and that is the local market. These
folks handle the needs of our neighbors which allows for a greater
support in our local communities.” In August, the NCA held its 15th
Annual Conference in Carefree, Arizona. All of the chapters arrived
to learn and share amazing stories of team building, strategies for
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membership and receive awards voted by their peers. Terrie was
nominated for the Executive Board and won the coveted seat as
the Executive Board Affiliate Liaison. She now will over -see each
Affiliate Liaison on the board for each NCA chapter. Congratulations
Terrie!!!

Maintenance Super Hero
Brentford Davis
by Malcom Barton, Maintenance Manager

Old Town Trolley of
Washington D.C. would
like to recognize Mr.
Brentford Davis. Prior to
Mr. Davis being employed
at Old Town Trolley, he
was the lead mechanic
of Washington D.C.’s
city transit for over 30
years. During his tenure
at Old Town Trolley, he
has been responsible for
overseeing the night shift,
which has now led him to
the lead mechanic day
shift position. Brentford
Brentford Davis.
is a true lead mechanic,
he works hands-on with other mechanics while on the floor. He is
involved in all vehicle repairs, roll call assistance, and making sure
that the drivers have what they need before leaving the facilities
to include that their vehicles are in safe working condition. We
have had other lead mechanics which have done a good job in this
position, but Brentford leads by example and the employees seem
to attract to his ability to lead and supervise. It has been said that
you cannot manufacture a leader, either you have the ability to lead
or you don’t. Brentford proves this theory to be true. We hope
that he continues to lead us as we travel into our future endeavors
at Old Town Trolley. It has been a joy to work with Mr. Davis and
our other lead mechanics. We hope that his talents will continue
to shine on all of us.

Safety Reaches New Heights
by Stephen “Mr. Holiday” O’Brien; Safety Officer

The arrival and use of stadium trolleys in Washington D.C. has
been exciting and rewarding for guests and cast alike. Many of the
preparations for their service are, of course, training- and safetyfocused. The picture at the top right hints at a special concern
raised by these great touring machines.
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Steven ‘Mr. Holiday’ O’Brien showing how big our new double deckers are.

Thomas Circle Underpass

You guessed it! The stadiums
are too tall for this stretch of
Massachusetts Ave. NW. This
road is used for hotel shuttles,
not touring, but it’s still a
location we all know to avoid in
a stadium vehicle.
Here’s another form of challenge that is on the Monuments by
Moonlight tour route.

Ohio Drive beneath Rock Creek Pkwy

Doesn’t that right lane look
scary? Indeed, all conductors
driving stadiums move to the
left lane long before arriving
here. Recently, a signed pledge
has been obtained from each
conductor communicating their awareness of this need.
Published heights of vehicles and underpasses are only part of
the story. Did you know heights of vehicles change? The load and
suspension intuitively contribute to this fact, but the contour of the
road and bumps can also significantly alter the height. We’re all
aware of the lateral tail swing of our vehicles, but vertical tail swing
exists too, and it becomes a factor in vehicles as tall as the stadiums.
A valuable tool in establishing and refining our awareness of all
of this is the use of a measured standard. Above is the “patented”
OTT/WDC 13-foot, 4-inch standard, proudly displayed by its
inventor, Safety Officer Steven O’Brien. Happy and safe touring!

The Nation’s Storyteller

Soaring Through the Sky
with the Greatest of Ease
by Norm Allen, Vendor Representative

Flying high means
flying fast, especially if
you had been a passenger
on one of America’s Space
Shuttles. The Discovery
at the Smithsonian Air
and Space Museum
near
Dulles
airport
is one of the finest
sights of not only great
aviation history, but of
contemporary American
history where heroes
were born and the places
“where no man has gone
before” became a part
of your Washington DC
experience.
The collection of
planes and the beautiful
view of the Virginia
countryside from the
control tower are nothing
less than spectacular.
There is the Enola Gay,
the delivery plane for the
atomic bomb, a Blackbird
spy plane, an assortment
of satellites and space
technology plus a bird’s
eye view of the restoration shops where old WWII enemy planes are
getting ready to be displayed. And that is only part of the collection
aside from the Smithsonian Air and Space Museum on the national
mall at stop number six on the Orange Line.

Your Old Town Trolley tour through the city will set the stage
with the most knowledgeable history freaks to ever man ”the green
and orange”, and stories that will set the stage for an extended
visit to another galaxy or another page of American History at the
Smithsonian Air and Space Museum. This tour is for all ages and all
interests, and don’t forget the up close and personal look at today’s
modern commercial jets as you sit on a DC Duck on the Potomac
River in the landing path and take-off path just a few hundred feet
below at Reagan National Airport. See it all, and see it best with Old
Town Trolley Tours.

The Charter Life
by Abe Burgos; Charter and Group Sales Manager

I’ve been so bored these past few months. In July and August
my job is to be the Soup Nazi from Seinfeld. You want a private tour
during the day on a Saturday at 10 am? No soup for you!
Of course I’m a lot nicer about it.
But that’s what I do during the summer. I prep for the fall and
relax from the spring. Then in the winter, I prep for the spring and
complain about how cold it is. That’s the charter life in short.
I’m looking forward to a busy fall. This summer is boring.
However I did go on vacation to Gatlinburg TN. I never was able to
take a summer vacation during my days spent in Operations with
Eric Holmes. I noticed something about Gatlinburg. And actually,
Tennessee in general. And it amazed me to see it. I don’t take a lot
of vacations, but this one tip I have for everyone really made me
happy.
The tip: take care of the children.
That’s it. You want to be successful in this business, just take
care of the children. Every server who spoke to my kids got a
bigger tip. Every merchandiser who didn’t frown at my six year old
screaming earned my business. Shoot, even the two people who
helped me locate my four year old son are still my Facebook profile
picture. Take care of the children, and the parents will never forget.
I say this because I have a lot of school trips coming up. These
children will one day become adults and they will remember the
time they visited your city. Make their memory memorable.

HAPPY

ANNIVERSARY
august

Stacie Locke, 16 years
Jaquita Smith, 1 year

september

Mamerto Juanitez, 15 years
Steven Varsa, 9 years
William Whiteside, 5 years
Bruce Green Jr., 4 years
Delontae Glenn, 3 years
Troy Davis, 3 years

trolley

Albert Burns
Loretta Pinkney
Jose Ramirez Reyes

retail

august

Eric “Mr. E” Whitehead
Conductor
Patrick Burnett, Sales Rep.

september

Ken Bertapelle
Conductor
Calvin Watson, Sales Rep

Eitel Batet

facebook.com/washingtontours
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castmember spotlight
Loretta Pinkney

Manager Trainee; Washington DC

background

Hello! My name is Loretta
Pinkney, and I am a native
Washingtonian. I joined HTA in
August 2013 as an Operations
Manager Trainee.
I began my working career
right out of high school with the
Federal Government and worked
with several agencies in an
administrative capacity, before
joining the private sector.
After earning a degree in Marketing Management, I branched
into marketing, event planning, and operations. I spent several
years as Director of Conference Management for a management
services firm, overseeing peer reviews for the U.S. Dept. of Health
and Human Services and other large companies. After 9/11,
I worked on the new TSA project, travelling around the country
to recruit, screen, hire and train new security screeners for all
the nation’s airports. Since I had a hand in the process, I NEVER
complain about airport security when I travel !
In 2005, I decided to relocate to Atlanta where I launched a
vintage accessory business, eventually having three retail outlets.

In 2008, I joined Premier Exhibitions as a General Manager of
museum-quality touring exhibitions. During my time with the
company, I oversaw exhibits in Atlanta, Dallas, and Manhattan.
In addition to my vintage business, which I still own and operate
online, I create custom jeweled mirrors. I also am an experienced
voice-over artist (specializing in audiobooks). My daughter,
LaTrelle, is married and living in Boston, MA. I am currently living
in the D.C. area

Q | What is the trait you most deplore in yourself?
A | Procrastination.
Q | What is your favorite vacation spot?
A | Any beach in the world: sand, sun, water and little

drinks with umbrellas add up to a perfect vacation.

Q | What do you consider your greatest achievement?
A | My greatest achievement has been raising a daughter

who is caring, passionate, respectful, and successful.

Q | What do you most value in your friends?
A | Loyalty
Q | If you could choose one reality TV show to be

on, what would it be?

A|

Duck Dynasty. Love the Robertsons.

comments count

A comment card out of St. Augustine

A letter and a few comment
cards that came from
Washington Dc.
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Mumford & Sons
Takes Over St. Augustine
by David Chatterton; General Manager

A Memo to our CAST

Well, we did it. The City of St. Augustine pulled off an event
bigger than anything that had ever been attempted here. Our
support role of selling wristbands and staffing all the Shuttle Bus
locations was a big part of that success. You were given the job of
acting as ambassadors for the City, and you handled it with your
usual efficiency, poise and big smiles of hospitality.
I want to thank all of you for making us look so good. We were
supported by some very strong personnel in Trusted Tours and
HTA: Ryan Darrah, who was tireless in providing IT support to the
Shuttle locations; Kevin Beede, with Trusted Tours, who was able to
accommodate every new challenge the City threw at him, and Vince

Vendor Representative Melissa
Mezick helps out by shuttling our
CAST members to their fulfillment
and sales locations.

Sales Rep Angel Helland and volunteer
Becky Avery show off a couple of killer
smiles, as they assist at the Airport
Satellite Parking location for Mumford
& Sons.

Leone, who put the systems into place and
made sure our CAST was trained and ready
to take on the new responsibilities.
We had a backup system and safety
net in place that held, despite the glitches
that are inevitable in any endeavor of this
complexity. We never lost the ability to do
what we were hired to do, which was to sell,
authenticate and then fulfill e-tickets for Shuttle wristbands.
The bus company that provided transportation did an excellent
job, coming through on their promises to allocate resources to
us as necessary. Wait times for buses to return from the concert
remained reasonable, with only a half-hour wait between 11:30 –
12:30 pm, and no wait at all after 12:30 pm.
You have only to glance at some of the quotes from concertgoers
in the St. Augustine Record and other local media to know how
good we looked to our guests.
• “The way St. Augustine handled this was first-class … ”
• “This city knows how to handle tourists. I’ll be back.”
• “Everyone in St. Augustine has been so friendly, so helpful.“
• And from Ben Lovett, member of the Mumford & Sons
band: “People are saying there’s something different,
mystical about St. Augustine and Florida. I’ve really fallen
in love with it.”
There are too many people to thank, but if you participated,
and if you went above and beyond to provide the best service
possible, be sure that it was noticed not only by myself but by your
peers. We should all be proud of the part we played in helping to
make this event such an amazing success.

Mumford & Sons Concert Photos
Photos courtesy of Visitors Convention Bureau, Stacey Sather

Francis Field was
the concert venue,
where 25,000
concertgoers
gathered over the
two days of the
event.

The “Strong Man” is a well-known
feature for all Gentlemen of the
Road stopovers.

The main stage with one of the
featured performers, Bear’s Den,
playing.

Marcus Mumford.

Moustaches were all the rage for
concertgoers.

The stage and surroundings looked
gorgeous at night.

The crowd greeted
John Fogerty, a surprise
replacement for a band that
had cancelled, with great
enthusiasm. He played with
the Mumford boys backing
him up.
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vendor spotlight
Kenwood Inn
by Melissa Mezick; Vendor Representative
The Kenwood Inn welcomes their guests with
open arms and their guests leave as “old friends.”
Owner Pat Dobosz and her daughter Katie will not
only take care of your every need, but will make
you feel like you are the most important person in the world.
The Kenwood Inn is located in Historic Downtown St. Augustine, within
walking distance to attractions, restaurants and the beautiful Bayfront
area. Pat has been selling Old Town Trolley tickets since she purchased
the Bed & Breakfast.

You might remember the feeling from family reunions: a large
home breathing with the hum of life and togetherness. You’d
wake up in your room, relishing the decision to join the others for
breakfast or remain tucked up in your comfortable room, moving
at your own, unhurried pace. The Kenwood Inn has offered that
feeling to thousands of bed and breakfast guests to St. Augustine
for over a century.
The building itself is one of the best examples of Queen Anne
Victorian architecture, a beautiful example of the history and
grandeur of St. Augustine. Originally built as an inn between 1865
and 1886, The Kenwood Inn seems simultaneously massive and
cozy, welcoming you into each room with elegant, antique and
reproduction furnishings and classic decor. The gorgeous, highceiling parlor, living room, and dining areas are as comfortable as
they are gracious. The fireplaces and sweeping bay windows make
the space warm and inviting, particularly the baby grand piano
which beckons guests to play a tune or two.
Homemade gourmet breakfast is served each day including
selection of juices, fruit, parfait, cereals, granola, yogurt, and freshly

baked
pastries.
Also featured are
hot entrees such
as quiche, eggs
benedict, omelets
and more. On
weekends,
they
offer bloody marys
and
mimosas. The stately Kenwood Inn welcomes guests to come
the elegant, cozy atmosphere. It is located in
Breakfast
is enjoy
the heart of the St. Augustine historic district.
available in the
dining rooms or in the Inn’s lush, tropical, private courtyard
(complete with Koi pond). It can also be enjoyed in the comfort of
your room.
This three-story bed and breakfast inn features 13 unique and
comfortable rooms and suites with a variety of stunning views
which may include the bay, the Inn’s pool, the courtyard, and the
charming, historic streets which surround the Inn. Guestrooms may
include antique, traditional or contemporary furnishings, plush
carpet, and fireplaces. Others offer hardwood floors, Jacuzzis,
showers with body massaging heads, and hammocks on balconies.
One suite, taking up the third floor, even has a spacious living room
and balcony with views of the bay.
Whether celebrating a honeymoon, anniversary, family
reunion, girl’s weekend, golfing trip, romantic getaway, or longawaited vacation, The Kenwood Inn has the perfect room and
amenities for you.

HAPPY

ANNIVERSARY
august

Nicole Bird
Jack Tolzmann
Michael Brown
John Horan
John Pritchard
Corey Baetz
Peter Cagle
Susan Harrell
John McGlynn
James Pinkerton
Ryan Souder
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july

august

Linda McCowin, Conductor David Wright, Conductor
Steve Lawson, Sales Rep. Michael Brown, Sales Rep.
James Gill, Supporting
Fred Harris, Supporting
Jeff King, History Teller
Jack Tolzmann,
Michael Williams,
History Teller
Ghost Host
Bonnie Nicol, Ghost Host
James Gill, Golden Pickle
Fred Harris, Golden Pickle
facebook.com/staugustinetours
twitter.com/staugustinetour
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Linda McCowin, 6 years
Kathleen Helland, 6 years
Nancy Shafer, 3 years
Tyna Conkey, 2 years
James Kimbrough Jr., 2 years
Jeffrey King, 1 year
Teresa Terry, 1 year
Julie Ferry, 1 year
Robert Hrifko, 1 year

september

David Chatterton, 10 years
James Freeman, 8 years
Juan Sanchez, 3 years
Jonathan DuBois, 2 years
Frederick Harris, 1 year

old town trolley tours of st. augustine

castmember spotlight
Justin Dinardo

Q | What three things

will you always find
in my refrigerator?

Management Trainee, St. Augustine

background
Hello everyone! My name is Justin Dinardo. I am a manager in
training at Old Town Trolley Tours in St. Augustine Florida.
I am originally from Long Island, New York. Although I have
always considered myself a “New Yorker”, my family did live in Florida
for a few years when I was younger, so Florida has always felt like a
second home. For this reason, it seemed the perfect place to go when it
came time to move and try something new. I live with my wife, Suzy,
and our two children, Brianna and Enzo. We love the quaintness and
charm of St. Augustine.
I began working with Old Town Trolley as a sales rep in 2010. In
August of 2013, I was signed on to begin training in management.
I love the people I work with and enjoy the opportunity to meet
new people every day. My new position will allow me to both learn
and teach which is exciting for me as I love information in all its forms.
Not to mention, how fun it is to offer and describe such places as the
Authentic Old Jail to the eager sightseer. I feel fortunate to be a part of
Old Town Trolley and in a town as uniquely historic as St. Augustine.

A | A variety of weird

cheeses, hummus, and
IPA Beer.

Q | Who is your favorite
hero of fiction ?

A | The Incredible Hulk!
Q | If you were to die

and come back as a
person or thing, what do
you think it would be?

A | A Ferrari 250 GTO
Q | Which talent would
you most like to have ?

A | To learn an instrument, particularly the violin.
Q | What is your favorite occupation?
A | Industrial design.

Frances Kirby Smith
Frances Kirby Smith was born in Connecticut in 1785. She married
Judge Joseph Lee Smith, and they moved to St. Augustine, Florida,
shortly after their marriage, in 1820. Described in historical accounts
as “brilliant and spirited, full of fire and ambition throughout her
long life,” she is remembered for the lively role she played during
the Civil War, when she acted as a spy, at the age of 80, for the
Confederates in Union-occupied St. Augustine.
When Union soldiers occupied Fort Marion (the Castillo de San
Marcos) in March of 1862, Frances began to organize the transport
of mail to Confederate troops without the Union’s knowledge. In a
successful plot to learn of Union-planned military maneuvers, she
began to host parties and other events in her home. She would
then pass all the information she heard on to the Confederate Army.
Frances was outwitting them and putting the enemy in possession
of facts concerning their every movement!
Following the Federal government order in the spring of 1863
that called for removal of Southern sympathizers, Frances and other
Confederate supporters were removed from their homes in St.
Augustine.
Frances’ son, Confederate General Edmund Kirby Smith, was the
last Confederate general to surrender to the Union. At the conclusion
of the war, Frances returned to her home in St. Augustine, where she

lived for another
10 years. A staunch
Confederate to the
end, she was a critic
of Reconstruction
and
mourned
the loss of “true
Southern gentility”.
Frances Kirby
Smith’s
home,
now known as the
Segui-Kirby Smith
House, is located
at six Artillery
Lane. It houses
Frances Kirby Smith
the St. Augustine
Photo Courtesy of the St. Augustine
Historical Society
Historical Society Research Library
research
library.
Two bronze statues in the garden and a plaque inside the home
commemorate her life. She is also listed as a Great Floridian as part
of the Great Floridians 2000 program.
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savannah
Fall is in the Air
by Charlie Brazil; General Manager

The arrival of “fall” here in Savannah is
not signaled by changing leaves or cooler
temperatures, instead we get HOT, HOT,
HOT. July and August (and even sometimes
September) are traditionally some of the hottest months of the
year. For OTT-SAV, July is usually our #1, if not #2 month, and this
year was no different as we carried nearly 38,000 riders (over 1225
riders per day) making it our largest carry in 2013 to date. Then we
have our inevitable “shoulder season” where our ridership drops
by about 1/3 before returning to the boom of October. We had a
terrific August this year as well with nearly 27,000 riders and up
almost 10% to the previous year. Way to go CAST!
There is a lot going on in our operation, much of which will be
covered below (don’t want to steal anyone’s thunder) but some
highlights include the continued conversion of our fleet to propane
(another five to be converted in September) and the renovation
of the interiors of some of our fleet with a commensurate sound
system upgrade. We work very hard to assure that the “stage”
upon which our Conductors present “Savannah’s Best Tour” is one
they are proud of and that the guests find comfortable. Kudos to
Bruce and his entire maintenance team, most especially Keith, our
“detailer” who has spearheaded these renovations.
We are also happy to report some great additions to our
Leadagement CAST, including some movement from the front line
to a Leadagement position. As you know, we pride ourselves on
“hiring and promoting from within” so I was very happy to offer
the Depot Sales Manager position to one of our many shining
stars from our Sales Representative ranks- Jim Rafferty. He was
one of many great candidates to apply for the position vacated
when Garry Patrick (former Depot Sales Manager) decided to take
the helm as the leader of our Ghosts and Gravestones program.
We are VERY confident that both of these gentlemen will be very
successful in their new positions and look for great things to come.
We also welcomed a new addition from outside our CAST in Gideon
Rosenberg, who became the operations “Chief Bean Counter” (aka
AP/AR Manager) when he joined our ranks in August. Welcome
aboard Gideon!

New awning at our MLK Jr. location.
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Additionally, we happily secured the continuation of our
relationship with the folks at City Market through a renewal of
our lease to operate the “Gazebo” as their exclusive information
provider. We also enthusiastically extended our relationship with
the Historic Savannah Foundation as we continued our partnership
which includes the endorsement that Old Town Trolley Tours
is the “ONLY Trolley Tour endorsed by the Historic Savannah
Foundation.” We are proud to receive this laudation from this
esteemed organization.
All of these great initiatives, all of these great numbers, all
done keeping “SAFETY FIRST.” I wanted to be sure to congratulate
our entire CAST, and most specifically the Safety Officer Kenny
Gresham and Operations Manager Marcie Larkin for Savannah’s
#1 ranking in the quarterly safety report for the second quarter in
a row. Great job!!

Beautiful Savannah
by Marcie Larkin; Operations Manager

The weather has started to cool down and our CAST isn’t
fighting for that little tiny shade spot in the parking lots to hide
from the summer sun. We all enjoy this time of the year! You
know it’s cooling down when the cities entire bicycle team starts
their annual 100+ mile run, the Color Vibe Run starts and the very
special Run for Autism. Now that we can all breathe a little, it’s
time to get ready for Halloween, Festival of Lights and my favorite,
Holly Jolly Tour. So come visit all of your Old Town Trolley family!

Safety and Training
by Kenny Gresham; Safety and Training Officer

Greetings from Savannah!
We had our GADOT inspection on
August 29th. I think I aged about
five years and most of my hair
either turned gray or fell out. This
was our fourth inspection and
most thorough. It was quite the
education. Various discrepancies
were noted and have been
corrected by our very capable
maintenance department. Kudos
to Bruce and all the gang. If any of
Emergency exit instructions.
our other operations are getting
ready to go through one of these
inspections, please call me if you have any questions about what
they are going to be looking for; right down to where the proverbial
needle in the haystack is located and if it meets DOT requirements.
The above paragraph was written last year. Only the date was
changed. The date changed and the proverbial needle has become
the emergency exit handle signs for our vehicle emergency
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windows. We had signs that said, “Emergency Exit,” but not signs
that described how to operate the emergency window handle in
case of emergency. The sign needs to say, “Push handle up then
window out”. Don’t believe this is necessary. Say you have an
emergency situation and everyone needs to abandon the vehicle,
I doubt anyone is going to stop, read the directions, then follow
said instructions (No husband would). Every good American will do
what they are supposed to do in such a situation: panic first, push
the handle up and down whichever way gives first, and then push
the window the only way it will open. This is not rocket science.
The signs need to be placed within six inches of the handle and on
the window I was told. If the window is raised (like pictured) the six
inches becomes twelve and you’re on your own.
I poke fun at a very useful arm of our federal government, the
Department of Transportation. Within the DOT is the Federal Motor
Carrier Safety Administration which was established Jan.1, 2000
as a result of the Motor Carrier Safety Improvement Act of 1999.
Their mission is to reduce fatalities, injuries, property damage and
hazardous materials incidents. They fill a real need in American
society; i.e. safety on our highways. Their operator’s manual is
titled, “A Motor Carrier’s Guide to Improving Highway Safety.” They
provide safety guide lines. If you go by their guide lines, the chances
of roadway accidents and injuries decrease. All major motor carriers
are assigned a number. We now have our very own DOT number in
Savannah.
When Jim came in May to do our yearly safety audit, he started
the ball rolling. Cutting through a lot of bureaucratic red tape. During
the last two months, he has coached me on how to follow up on the
approval of our local number. I know I drove him crazy. The process
starts with a Motor Carrier Identification Report (Application
for USDOT Number) an application that Jim filled out with our
operation information. Next you need verification of insurance and
a processing agent. A processing agent is someone that lets you
know if any DOT claims have been made against your operation.
I got several letters during this process confirming something or
directing me of what to do next. Once you have paid the processing
fee, have the insurance in line, and have a processing agent,
everything is in place. Then you wait and check the website every
day to see if your number has been approved. During this waiting
time, reading the “A Motor Carrier’s Guide to Improving Highway
Safety” manual is essential. This manual is required reading. This is
the bible. Everything you want to know about CDL driving is inside
it.
A DOT inspection is required for all new entrants; this would
include those with new numbers like us. I opened the manual and
started reading. A description of what the inspection would cover is
thoroughly discussed. Of course, I worried and worried about this,
but by reading, I understood what they are looking for. I realized
that with the thoroughness of our HR and Safety Programs, we are
probably overly qualified and could withstand any audit. The real
saving grace, though, is that the inspection is to come within 18
months after approval of the new DOT number. It can take up to
18 months!! I have 16 months, 15 days and 24 minutes left. Whew!

HR Report
by Jon Watkins; Director of Human Resources

The weather is
still hot as I write
this in September.
Unfortunately many
of the guests that
visited our fair city
over the summer have
departed and our
business has taken a
temporary nosedive.
It’s a perfect time
to get prepared for
October when the
temperatures
will
moderate to very
comfortable
and
the guests return in
Jon and friends at the Savannah
Century 69 mile bike ride.
droves. Savannah in
October is one of my
favorite months (closely followed by the beginning of April). Some
of our trees begin to lose their leaves and the living in our area is
easy and still slow. The one tree that never loses all of its leaves at
one time is our beautiful Georgia state tree, the live oak.
I enjoy relating some of the funny things our guests say when
they call with questions. One of the funniest ones lately was
the guest in Maryland that asked if they actually had to come
to Savannah to take the Savannah tour. We directed her to the
Washington DC tour as it was closer and if she ever makes her way
down to Savannah we hope to see her then.
Our hiring slows dramatically over the summer but we have
welcomed a few new CASTmembers to our merry family. They
are Gideon Rosenberg - AP/AR Manager, Jamie Natal – Ghost
Conductor, Caty Shows and Sara Spicer – Ghost Hosts.
We are constantly on the lookout for talent for our pool of Ghost
Hosts and I recently attended a part time job fair at Armstrong
Atlantic University. We are also meeting with the heads of the
theater department there on September 18th for a more targeted
recruiting effort for Ghost Host talent. Hopefully that meeting will
bear fruit.
In August we had an early morning CASTmeeting which was
catered by our own fabulous Denise Bryant. She definitely got up
way before the chickens that day to get a great breakfast prepared
for us. Her grits are the best! Some CASTmembers like the early
morning meetings and some don’t. As a Leadager team we have
decided that it will probably be quite a while before we have
another early morning CASTmeeting. In July a new restaurant on
Broughton Street, the Rose Public House, hosted us for dinner. We
have been very fortunate that for several recent CASTmeetings the
vendors picked up the cost of the food so we are able to save that
Savannah Story Continued on next page...
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budgeted expense.
On Saturday over the Labor Day weekend I completed the
annual Savannah Century 69 mile bike ride with two friends. Their
ride time was three hours and 45 minutes. It was really hot that
Saturday with the heat index at 105 degrees when we finished so
we all did a lot of sweating. There were almost 1,000 bike riders
that participated. I am preparing to compete in two triathlons in
October.

Maintenance
by Bruce Smith; Maintenance Manager

We are starting to wind down from the busy season and time
to start rejuvenating the fleet. Icon is here to assist us in converting
the last three new Molly’s to propane.
We installed the propane tanks in three of the ghost trolleys,
getting ready to convert them to a vapor system. We hope to have
90% of the fleet converted by the beginning of the next season
around February.
Trolley #126 finally made its transition into the ghost fleet; it is
a 40 seat Victorian.
We hope to add #250, 173 and 165, all 40 passengers, to our
ghost tour next year to help increase the ghost tour ridership; they
will look really good black.
Our shuttle bus #264 is in the paint shop getting a face lift, and
there will be a few more to follow.
The summer has been mild this year, and with the help of
the five new Molly’s it was a smooth season for the shop and the
operation. We will continue to do some renovating to some of the
older part of the fleet to keep them looking good until the arrival of
their replacements. Have a great season!

Vendor Department
by Robert “The Colonel” Hunter; Vendor Sales Manager

The high heat and humidity may be upon us, but our Vendors
keep selling those tickets and boarding passes at a great rate.
Special mention goes out to our top producers; COOL Savannah, the
Hampton Inn on Bay, the Holiday Inn Express Historic District, Mike
at the GA Welcome Center, the Westin and the B&B on Gordon.
Each has year to date sales ranging from $10k to $38k. Way to go
and a BIG Thank You to them all!
I am always on the go speaking to potential Vendors. We have
new hotels being built and in the planning stages, and so many
great stores in town; there’s always someone to meet with and
bring onboard as an OTT-SAV Vendor.
I look forward to some cooler weather and the increase in
our ridership. It’s great to be out and about, greeting the guests
at the Welcome Center or waving to them from one of our many
wonderful squares as they ride by on their tour. Savannah is a
wonderful place to visit in the fall, won’t you come join us!
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Depot Sales
by Jim Rafferty; Depot Sales Manager

Greetings everyone, my name is Jim Rafferty and I am the new
Depot Sales Manager here at OTT SAV. I started two years ago as a
Sales Representative and assumed my new role on August 1st. Gary
Patrick, the former Depot Sales Manager, has moved into his new
position as the new Ghosts & Gravestones Manager. As we now
share an office, Gary has been very helpful during the transition,
training me for my duties but also learning his new position. Thanks
Gary! The leadagement team has also been there for me when I
have a question. Thanks to everyone!
As we finish August and head into September we have started
to see the change that occurs as our summer vacation families give
way to the beginnings of the snow birds slowly making their way
South. We have endured the steamy hot summer months with
quite a bit of rain this year and head into some of our best weather
that we see here in Savannah. The Labor Day weekend was a huge
success as we beat our goals and started on the right path for the
month.
I want to take this time to thank all of our sales reps who have
been out in the heat all summer long. They continue to provide
the best guest service around and I couldn’t be more proud of how
they conduct themselves. Our concierges continue to provide the
best service in town. The concierge at the Hyatt, Sally Kruger, even
had a letter written to the mayor of Savannah touting her great
service and southern charm. A big shout out also goes to Susan
Allen, the concierge at the DeSoto Hilton, for achieving the highest
percentage to goal for seven consecutive months. I also want to
congratulate Petya
Kostadinova,
and
Aundre Lark for
winning The Essential
Savannah Guidebook
contests in July. Our
newest sales reps are
starting to impress
and are beginning
to earn some of the
bigger depots. We
have a great sales
team and I am proud
Jim and Sales Rep. Petya Kostadinova, winner of
our “Most Walking Guides Sold” contest.
to be a part of it!

Haunted Happenings
by Gary Patrick; Ghosts and Gravestones Manager

Greeting from the ghostly realm. As the new Ghosts and
Gravestones Manager I have been making some immediate changes
to the product in Savannah. Having managed the Depot Sales for a
few years I have seen areas that we could definitely improve on
and to the credit of all people involved we are moving in the right
direction.
We have been fortunate to hire some amazing new talent in the
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Rolling Along
by Joyce Ellis; Groups & Charters Manager

The Ghosts & Gravestones crew.

Haunted trolley decor.

last few months and I would
like to take this opportunity to
Garry Patrick is the Ghosts and
Gravestones Manager
thank Jon Watkins for creating
an interview process which highlights prospective candidate’s
talents and skills. It really makes the difference.
I have made it my mission to redevelop this already highly
popular tour and create further growth in the near future. We are
working behind the scenes updating actor’s profiles and we hired
a professional photographer to take some new pictures in an effort
to highlight all our wonderful crew. Over the off season we are
going to be developing new stories and hopefully a secondary tour
product for the Ghost program. I have also just spent a weekend
in Bethlehem, PA attending “Parafest”, a paranormal convention.
I was fortunate to meet quite a few inventors and manufacturers
who make the ghost hunting equipment and hopefully we can add
some cutting edge gear to our tours in the future.
Special thanks to Krista Prince and Chris Wood on the extreme
haunted makeovers on HTA200 and our new 40 passenger HTA126.
The trolleys look amazing and combined with the enthusiasm of our
ghost hosts they are making the difference in the whole experience.
I appreciate this opportunity to really make a difference with
Ghosts & Gravestones and I look forward to updating the entire
HTA Nation on the future developments in the Ghost program.

The Groups and Charters
Department is rolling along instead
of swimming along this month. The
weather has started to cooperate
more and we’re seeing more sunny
days with less rainy days. Yahoo
and Yippee!!! With the dog days
of summer, you might think of
baseball and hot dogs. Our friends
at Corleone’s Trattoria were thinking
the same thing! Rob Faber shut down
the restaurant on Sunday, August 11th
and we transported their whole staff
Girl Scout Tour training day.
to the Savannah Sand Gnats Game.
I finished Girl Scout training with
Kayla and Liz (our newest Girl Scout
Tour guides); and had Irenette tag
along with us in the Laurel Grove
Cemetery for a refresher of “who’s
who” in Laurel Grove. Lillie and Barrie
are still in training and will be certified
soon for our Girl Scout Discover
Savannah Tours.
The following weekend we had the
honor of having our trolley in the 24th
Annual Peanut Festival in Brooklet,
GA. We transported the Mayor and
Girl Scout Tour training
other city employee’s on the trolley
in the cemetery
and had a fabulous time. Cindy
Cantrell and myself met in
Brooklet at the Red Boar BBQ
restaurant (mmmm, good food),
decorated the trolley and met
some interesting and wonderful
people that morning. You’ll see
the photos of Cindy with one
of the young re-enactors, and
myself.
On
August
28th,
E!
Paula Deen and husband Michael
Groover at a book signing.
Entertainment was in town
filming our Paula Deen Tour with

OTT SAV is a Bronze Peanut sponsor
for the 24th annual Peanut Festival in
Brooklet, GA
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Cindy and a re-enactor at the
Brooklet Festival
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E! Entertainment preparing to film
on our Paula Deen Tour.

Joyce and Cindy getting ready for a busy day at the Patriots Weekend.

Joyce at famed Fenway Park taking in
Cindy as the tour guide. Again
a Red Sox game
OTT-SAV goes Hollywood!!! (Stay
running Friday night and Saturday
tuned for more photos in the future; a certain “square” character morning, but it was running between
is in town and might be using our trolley for a month of filming!!)
the parking lots, organizing trolleys
I was traveling again from August 26th thru August 30th, and locations! hahaha). It was a little
this time to Boston on a sales trip with Visit Savannah. I had the warm that weekend and everyone
pleasure of playing tourist with our Boston operations; riding the enjoyed the OTT fans we distributed.
daytime trolley, taking the Ghosts & Gravestones tour, Boston Tea
September has continued with
Party, and seeing a Red Sox game at Fenway Park. And yes, we still the weather cooling off and getting
had time to make 25 business appointments, spreading the word ready for October. We continue to
about Savannah and all of our OTT operations. I want to say a HUGE see Military Reunion groups coming
Thank You to Matthew Murphy for showing me around and being in town, touring with us and enjoying
such a generous host. Matthew, you and your CAST do an excellent our transportainment as well. We’ve
job!! I really felt at home with all your Hospitality. Thanks again!!! hosted the USS Hanson and the Joyce dumping tea into the sea!
See pics of me at the Boston Tea Party and Fenway Park.
USS Radford this month. Also in
The month of September started off with the city of Pooler September, we once again provided transportation for the Paula
sponsoring Patriots Weekend which benefits the Wounded Deen and family book signing.
Warriors Project. They raised enough money they were able to
Our Sales Coordinator Craig and I have on our running shoes
give one of our soldiers the keys to a new house! With the help of and we’re ready for October, November and December. Great
Cindy, Kayla, Nette, Jim and Wayne, we shuttled over 1000 guests things are coming to OTT-SAV Groups and Charters department.
to the event on Friday night and Saturday morning. Our GM, Stay tuned!
Charlie Brazil, ran in the 5k that Saturday morning (I did my own

HAPPY

ANNIVERSARY
august

Kenny Gresham, 17 years
Philip Starks, 9 years
Marice Larkin, 5 years
Robyn Jones, 5 years
Dale Howe, 4 years
Anthony Mancuso, 4 years
George Spence, 4 years
Paul Gaunt, 4 years
Brian Armstrong, 3 years
Edward Allen, 1 year
Susan Allen, 1 year

september

Robert Hunter, 12 years
William Johnston, 3 years
Regis Williams, 1 year
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Amy Turbyfill
Gideon Rosenberg

june

Barri Marshall, Conductor
Cathy Vaccari, Sales Rep.
Debbie Hosey, Supporting
Brittany Segal,
Ghosts & Gravestones

Nancy Robbins

july

Kayla Black, Conductor
Rance Shell, Sales Rep.
Joy Stuckey, Supporting
Asia Jones,
Ghosts & Gravestones

facebook.com/savannahtours
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august

Larry Floyd, Conductor
Petya Kostadinova,
Sales Rep.
Jeff Williams, Supporting
Lynette Williams,
Ghosts & Gravestones

twitter.com/savannahtours

castmember spotlight
you lose it, chances are
you will never get it back.

Gideon Rosenberg
AP/AR Manager; Savannah

Q | What is your greatest
fear?

background

I was born in Haifa, Israel and when I was very young, my
parents immigrated to Canada to the City of Montreal where I
spent the better part of my life. There I raised three children, two
boys and a girl, with two grandchildren and another one due, a
girl, within the next two weeks.
In Montreal I worked more than 30 years for a company
that did finance and real estate whereby I was the comptroller.
The company also owned and managed property in Savannah’s
downtown core, and I was always on daily phone calls or making
biannual visits to Savannah.
The first time I came here, I fell in love with the city. After
a horrible tragedy in my life I decided to move here. Now I am
blessed, I am married to wonderful woman, my wife Mary Anne,
and we have made Savannah our home.
There have been many times I have been on Trolleys, either
alone or with guests. Savannah is smaller than what I was used to
but it has charm and grace, as do the people. When I saw there
was an employment opportunity with OTT-SAV I applied and was
again blessed with this position. It is a wonderful place to work
and my fellow castmembers are nothing short of wonderful. I am
very happy to be one of them.

Q | What is your idea of perfect happiness
A | To me that is simple. Doing something you enjoy

and enjoy who you are with. Life is way too short
and you should enjoy what you have because once

A|

Failure. The best way to
deal with it is to never
give up. If you make
a mistake, fix it or at least
try to. An old cliché
“hindsight is 20/20”; fear
makes you more
compelled to do things right.

Q | What is your favorite vacation spot?
A | I really don’t have one as I have travelled a lot, but I

think anywhere that is different from your home can
be a great vacation spot.

Q | Which talent would you most like to have?
A | There was a time in my life that I wanted to teach,
in particular, history, but I never felt that I could
stand in front of a group of people and be able to
command their attention as I spoke of the thing I
loved most, history.

Q | What three things will you always find in my
fridge?

A|

Milk, water, juice, but there are the edible type of
things, such as yesterday’s leftovers. They, for some
reason, taste better the next day.

comments count
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Tropical Shell and Gift Managers: Leah Benner, Yoshi Cummings, Lillian Wrighthouse, Sherry Wright, Lisa Quast, Magda
Witczak, Maria Kuc, Irina Bakala, Greg Curry, Kelly Summers; Front row: Nelson Nodal, Frank Duarte, Melissa Levesque, Tanya
Azevedo, Dalia Angelosanto, Peter Annarummo, and Robert Basista.

san diego

A Tour-ific Summer
by John Savage; Operations Manager

The Trolley has been busy improving the
ridership over last year. It has been great to
see our new hires handle all that summer
brings and shine. The entire group has
handled the long days and large crowds like seasoned veterans.
With a full summer under their belt they are now learning specialty
tours and driving charters.
In addition to servicing an increase of city tour guests, we were
able to offer some additional products. The new Beach Tour runs
five days a week, as its ridership is steadily growing. We were able
to train and offer the Ghosts and Gravestones tour a month earlier
than last year.

San Diego SEALS

July and August means we will
have all our SEALs up and running.
Looking out on the San Diego bay
and seeing SEALs passing each
other giving the traditional argh…
argh… argh salute brings a smile
to everyone’s face! A new addition
Baby Bandit
to the SEAL tour this summer was
Bandit. Bandit was a California Sea Lion that was born June 8th, he
was born on the barge with our touring able to witness the event.
He has become the unofficial mascot for the Captain and Guides as
they watch him grow and mature.

Maritime Festival of Sails

The LARGEST Tall Ship festival on the west coast hosted by
the Maritime Museum of San Diego transformed the North
Embarcadero into a nautical theme park. More than twenty tall
ships and other fascinating vessels from around the world visited
San Diego over Labor Day weekend.
The nautical event started out with a bang! On Thursday, a day
before FOS officially opens, cannon fire saluted the entrance of the
tall ships from all over the world as they paraded around San Diego
Bay ending at the Maritime Museum’s docks.
The public enjoyed visiting ships and crews, tall ship cannon
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battles, live entertainment, Treasure Seeker Pirate themed bay
cruises, over 100 arts and craft vendors, plus a multitude of food
options.

Depot Sales
by Tyler Grubenhoff; Depot Sales Manager

The summer has come and gone and with it some familiar faces
on our sales team. We said goodbye to Karla Cruz, Carla White,
and Jessica Kordylas who were sales reps and also to William
“Doc” Midgley who came back for the summer to help us out as a
valet. We wish all of them well in their future endeavors.
The sales team worked very hard all summer long and we broke
goal for June, July, and August. Good job team!
Karen DeHaan won sales rep of the month for June, July, and
August – what an accomplishment!

Half a Million Club

This year two out of the five sales reps to earn a spot in the
“Half a Million Club” came out of San Diego. David Mahl and
Barbie Harrell worked very hard to achieve this honor, we are very
proud of them. David has been with the company for 14 years and
Barbie has been with the company for almost seven years. They
are great role models for the entire team. Keep up the good work!

Charter and Group Sales
by Erica Frost; Charters and Group Sales Manager

Wow, what a hectic ‘end-of season’ we had! This has withouta-doubt been the busiest August-September in my 15 years at
Old Town Trolley San Diego. Typically, we see a decline in group
business this time of year as corporate travel dips down when kids
are back from school and families are back to their usual schedule
but the charter business did not seem to stop or even slow down.
Wedding bookings of course were off the charts but that is to be
expected, we made a lot of couples happy on their most special
day!
With the addition of the Beach Tour to our menu of group
offerings I am really excited to start promoting and selling our new
product. It’s been long overdue that our guests have been able to
access this part of the city and we’re excited to have them cruise
with us on the Beach Tour Woody Trolley!
We booked a charter in July for a group called WoW (Women of
Wonder) to tour two San Diego icons, the new downtown central
Library and the California Tower at the Museum of Man. The group
generously invited Erica Frost and Safety Officer Bob Ross to join
them on their great adventure.
Construction of a $185 million replacement for the 1954
downtown library began in August of 2010 and is scheduled to
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open the end of September 2013. At nine stories and just over
366,000 sq. ft. the new library is a little over three times the size
of the old facility. It includes an outdoor plaza and café, 350-seat
auditorium, three-story domed reading room, 400-seat multipurpose room, teen center, 10,000 square foot children’s library,
technology center, and two levels of underground parking. Two
floors of the library totaling 76,000 square feet will be used for a
charter school serving about 400 students. The dome atop the new
library was inspired by the beautiful tiled dome of the California
Building, Museum of Man.

Safety First . . .
Courtesy a Close Second
by Bob Ross; Safety Officer

Courtesy is an important part of defensive driving. The
defensive driver knows that observing traffic laws goes a long way
toward preventing accidents. They also know that courteous driving
provides an extra degree of safety in these days of high accident
potential on the highways.
Driving courteously means:
• keeping a safe, courteous distance
• maintaining situational awareness
• avoiding conflicts with other drivers
The defensive driver knows that situations often arise as to who
has the right-of-way. If drivers or pedestrians jump the gun in these
situations, an accident is bound to happen. That is why courtesy –
the “way-of-right” rather than the right-of-way – is so important.
Courtesy in driving covers up the gaps beyond the law, and
when courtesy becomes a habit it can assure safe driving. For
example, safe and courteous drivers will slow down as another
vehicle is passing them so they can help the other driver – and help
themselves.
Some drivers forget courtesy when they are behind the wheel.
Others attempt to use their vehicles to intimidate anyone they meet
on the road. Defensive drivers cannot afford to forget courtesy.
Courteous driving can keep you out of trouble.
To make courteous driving a habit, practice the following rules:
• Grant pedestrians every courtesy due them while they are
crossing in front of vehicles or at intersections. By law, as
well as by the rules of courtesy, pedestrians have the right
to expect the driver to permit them to reach the sidewalk
safely.
• Right-of-way laws are designed to enable the courts to
judge cases. The driver on the right has no more privilege to
assume the right-of-way than the driver on the left. You do
not have the “right of way” until someone yields it to you.
Slowing down at intersections and pausing a few seconds to
permit the other driver to pass safely can eliminate many
intersection accidents. It is always better to avoid or prevent
an accident that attempt to figure out whose fault it was
afterward.

Maintenance detailers and mechanics
out for lunch at a local fav eatery, Phil’s
BBQ.

Norm and Elliott in front of #129.

• Managing traffic at converging or merging lanes is another
example of courteous driving. The courteous driver will
avoid forcing another driver into a fixed object. Squeeze-play
or shut-outs like this result from a lack of courtesy.
• Signaling is simple courtesy in action. Let the other driver
know what you intend to do. Not signaling is like winking at
someone in the dark. You know what your intentions are but
the other person has no idea.

Our Fleet is in Tiptop Shape
by Norm Niles; Maintenance Manager

The maintenance department is happy with the way the two
Beach Trolleys are performing that we received from Boston. Our
newest but old, Trolley #129 from Washington is on the road and
we have had some good feedback. It is our largest trolley in the
fleet and runs good and quiet. We would be happy with a couple
more just like it. Except for carpet the SEALS came out of season in
good shape. There will be no hull sandblasting this winter very little
corrosion this year. Looking forward to upgrading and repairing our
fleet of vehicles over the winter season.

Office Staff is Gearing up
and Winding Down
by Erin Smith; Human Resources Assistant

It has been quite the summer here in the San Diego office!
August was a very special time for us as we all worked together
as a team to ensure the Beach Tour makes a nice, smooth debut.
The drivers involved in the process have worked so hard, and
the ladies in the office are making the effort to promote the new
tour and inform our guests about this fantastic new way to see
San Diego’s beautiful beaches. We are certainly gearing up and
preparing for more friendly riders as the hotels begin to sell the
tour, as well. Increased ridership is a satisfying reward for the team
effort! We are also spreading the word about the return of the
Ghosts & Gravestones tour. The administrative aspect of bringing
tours back to the stage is always fun and it spices up the workday!
Another way our workday is getting spiced up? Well, October is
on its way. You know what THAT means! Breast Cancer Awareness
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month motivates all of our caring CASTmembers to contribute to a
fundraiser and raise awareness. Nancy Nuhaily is the mastermind
behind the fundraiser and she is currently working hard to ensure
that we contribute a new record amount to a good cause. Lots of
planning is going on. We can’t wait!
While there has been a lot of gearing up in August, there has
also been some winding down in September. As the end of season
approaches, the company unfortunately had to say goodbye to a
few employees. They have all contributed so much to the company
and they will be missed! Old Town Trolley Tours has had the fortune
of hiring wonderful CASTmembers. We appreciate them all and
saying goodbye is always a bit difficult. It’s just another reason to
look forward to next summer!

Old Town Market
by Brenda Martin; Old Town Market Operations and Leasing

Always a party going on in our Old Town Market Courtyard and
Shops! Our talented merchants and staff are working to keep the
shelves stocked with beautiful, colorful, authentic merchandise
from Mexico, the Americas, and Asia. Our Market is a popular
destination for our visitors and our locals.
New manager, Brenda Martin, took the reins from John Savage
who moved back to the Barn as Trolley Operations Manager.
Summer days and nights featured the music of the Americas from
Wayras, Pablo, and Cumbias (Latin love songs) from Tamara y Maria.

Top Left: Fiestas Patrias at the
Old Town Market.
Top Right: San Diego interim, Mayor
Todd Gloria, visiting the Old Town
Market during Fiestas Patrias.

El Fandango
Siempre!

We celebrated Mexican
Independence Day, Fiestas Patrias, on September 14 with our Old
Town State Park neighbors. We invited Interim Mayor Todd Gloria,
who was presented the official Mayor’s stick which towns in Mexico
used as the official unit of measure. Todd was escorted through the
Park by Tyler Nunez, son of Carrie Nunez. The Market came alive
with Latin music by our favorite Courtyard musician, Luis Torres and
Wayras. We welcomed Flamenco with Roots dancers, a non-profit
dance troupe led by Sonny Burton who shares through dance the
very appropriate message of peace, multi-culturalism, and fun.

New Tenants at the Market

Tequila Trails

We continue to be a popular location for local entrepreneurs
who see the Old Town Market as a place to grow their businesses.
Welcome Santos Café at the Old Town Market! Dawn Whitebread
and Kristina Evans bring micro-roast coffee to the Market. They have
over a decade of experience in the hospitality industry, purchased
a local coffee roasting company in one of San Diego’s most popular
neighborhoods, North Park, and feature their brand here in the
Market. They’re experiencing wonderful success! We have two new
vendors joining us in October, Collect Your Name an architectural
photography studio group and the Old Town Magic Shop.

Car Show

Tequila Trail event, pictured
Gina Urbina and Erin Smith

Now in its 3rd year and presented
by MotoCult, the Fiesta de Kustom
Kulture Car, Bike, and Lowbrow Art
Show is a hit with tourists and locals
alike! There’s nothing lowbrow about
this event! It attracts a great crosssection of the public with 100 vintage
vehicles and visitors from the Southern
California region, Arizona, Nevada and Texas. A truly family-friendly
show! Event coordinators, Kim and Julius of MotoCult set a terrific
standard for creativity and fun! Music, art, beautiful cars! Great
Party!
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This annual event caps a week of
the celebration of the Spirits of Mexico.
Mexican liquors and liqueurs are gaining
in popularity. Judges from around
the country descend on San Diego in
September to judge the tequilas and
cocktails created from this popular spirit
created by “pineapples” of a specific
Agave plant indigenous to Mexico. Our
very own merchants, Karen Abbott and
Andres Ortiz are developing a one-ofa-kind tequila, Pantera,
in a pink bottle making
its debut at this event
this year. El Fandango
Siempre, the party
continues at the Old
Town Market!
Rod LaBranche and Gaby Del
Gado, President of the San
Diego Concierge Association
at the Grand Opening Gala
of The Green Build Terminal
2 Expansion at the San Diego
International Airport.

End of Season Celebration at
the Old Town Market

In The Kitchen With
Carrie Nunez

Blackberry Bars
Crust Topping Mix
•
•
•
•
•

Crust-topping
3 cups floor
1 ½ cups sugar
¼ tsp salt
1 ½ cups butter (3 sticks)

Blackberry Mix
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

4 large eggs
2 cups sugar
1 cup sour cream
¾ cup floor
Pinch salt
Zest of ½ lemon
1 tsp alond extract
2 16 oz frozen blackberries

Directions

1.
2.
3.

Combine both the crust topping mix and the blackberry
mix in a bowl.
Put the blackberry mix into a 13’ x 9’ baking dish and top
with crust topping mix.
Bake 45-55 minutes at 350 degrees

comments count
Congrats!

120 CAST and friends enjoyed a relaxing
evening at the Old Town Market
celebrating a great summer season.
Popular Phil’s BBQ catered the event
with chicken, ribs, beans, coleslaw and
dessert with live entertainment on stage.

HAPPY

ANNIVERSARY
Congratulations to Rod LaBrance for
getting appointed Chairman of the
San Diego Tourism Authority next
year beginning July 2014.
Good footsteps to follow in too!
Rod, your professionalism and
stature in the travel industry equips
you well for this most deserved
position. It brings honor to us all!
-Chris Belland

twitter.com/sealtours

august

Rhonda Hastings, 22 years
Stanley Henson III, 12 years

september

David Mahl, 14 years
Fernando Avila, 2 years

facebook.com/sealtours
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vendor
spotlight
chief concierge
Andrew Tellez
Westin San Diego

by Rod LaBranche; Director of Travel Industry Sales

Andrew Tellez is the Chief
Concierge at the Westin San
Diego Hotel. Andrew has been
a concierge for 22 years. He
started at the Biltmore in Los
Angeles for 5 years and has
been at the Westin San Diego
for 17 years. The Westin is a
beautiful and uniquely shaped
26 floor tower with 436 rooms
and is located in downtown San
Diego. Andrew has been active
in the Los Angeles Concierge
Association as well as The San Diego Concierge Association
and is also an avid golfer. He has a great team which includes
Molly Raymond, Danielle Riffenburgh and Brent Cole. Andrew
was the first concierge to open an account with Trusted
Tours and Attractions selling our tickets online. He has been a
tremendous supporter
for over 15 years. He
is the consummate
professional concierge
and always is proud to
say, “Being a concierge is
who I am”. Thank you to
Andrew and his team for
all their support for Old
Town Trolley Tours and
SEAL Tours of San Diego.

castmember
spotlight
Eleanor Mahl

Balboa Tram Driver
background

I moved to CA from PA about 15
years ago. I followed my son who had
moved here a few years earlier. I took
an Old Town Trolley Tour and loved it!
I thought, “I could do this. I would love
to do this! This would be fun!” I saw an
ad in the paper shortly after this for a job as a tour conductor for
OTT and I applied.
I was born in Bethlehem, PA, a small town about 50 miles
from Philadelphia, PA. It’s very “country-ish”, very green, cold and
lots of snow in the winter, and very hot in the summer, but so
beautiful! I miss the autumn when the leaves turn colors, it’s just
breathtaking!

Q | What is your favorite vacation spot?
A | My favorite vacation spot is Sedona, AZ. It’s so

beautiful with the red rocks and stunning scenery. It’s
the most peaceful place to me on the Earth. It always
feels like “home” when I go there. I cry when I have to
leave!

Q | If there was one place you would like to live besides
your current city, where would it be?

A | Raleigh, NC to be near my son, his wife, and my
grandchildren. Or Sedona, AZ.

Q | What do you most value in your friends?
A | I value their ability to be “real” with me, not act a

certain way or be phony but just be themselves. To be
honest and true to themselves and to me, and to be
able to have a good time wherever you go and
appreciate things.

Q | What three things will you always find in my
refrigerator?

A | Yogurt, fruit juice, and oranges & apples.
Q | What or who is the greatest love of your life?
A | I have to say my son. We “grew up” together and we
july

august

Stephen “Ponch” Scott,
Suzie Vetter, Conductor
Conductor
Karen DeHaan, Sales Rep.
Capt. Bob Murphy, SEAL Karen DeHaan, Sales Rep.
Matthew “Mattie” Lester,
John Laws, Mike Devin,
SEAL
Larry Usall, Tomi Niezgoda,
George Smith, Supporting Carrie Nunez, Supporting
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were always close. I admire the man that he has
become: a wonderful father, devoted husband, kind,
loving, honest guy.
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Summertime Slow

by Linda Test; Key West Director of Operations

September is traditionally a pretty slow month for us. The
hotels have low occupancy rates, the cruise ship counts are down,
and we are given time to gear up for season. Except this year,
we are missing our OTTKW head conductor, Candy Jones, as she
rehabs from surgery. And miss her, we do! Our perception of her
recuperation includes a lawn chair near the beach, cold iced tea,
and a good book. We are pretty certain that her tales of PT and
pain are false!
We are excited to welcome Kevin Delahanty to the OTTKW
family, or back to the family. Kevin worked for OTTKW as an
Operations Manager until 2005, when he and his family moved out
of state. He returned a couple of years ago, and was happily selling
tickets at the Conch Tour Train. An opening for the Cruise Ship
Liaison came up, and Kevin fit the bill! He will partner with Andy
Kirby to ensure that we have great coverage on the piers.
We are very excited about a new dial-by-language tour
product that is being developed. Tommy DeFrancesco has been
instrumental in the development of the tour, working closely with
the AudioConexus team. This tour product was requested by the
cruise lines for their foreign language guests, but can be used at
any time we have groups that want an interpreted tour.

City Scoop
by Steven Burress; Operations Manager

Summer hasn’t slowed us down too much. There may be fewer
ships in port, but we continue to have some busy days. We have
had some great charters. There are always lots of weddings on the
beaches this time of year.
It is always good to hear from conductors who have been away
for the summer preparing to come back for season. We are excited
to have so many great tour conductors planning to come back in
just a few weeks to get ready for our increase in business during
season.
We are glad to have several people who have joined us this
summer. Our conductors, Carole White, Steve LaBounty, Jose
Santiago, Danial Jones and Heather Clement are all welcome
additions to our amazing cast! Our sales team had a few additions
also, with Mike Gibson, Carol King (she hasn’t started singing for
us yet), Lorraine Maixner and Cynthia McCoy. One final shout
out to our Administrative Assistant who is part time at the trolley,
Georgianna Skinner. We also refer to her as Laurie’s mom! (this
is a running joke that always makes her smile). Georgianna’s
daughter, Laurie, is an engineer for the Conch Tour Train here in
Key West.
We have a great group of CASTmembers. A big welcome to the
new folks who have joined us, and those who have been here for a
while, that are helping to show them the ropes.

Cruise ships in port.
We recently held a
FAM trip tour with
some of the crew off
Royal Carribbean
Cruise Lines. We
gave them goodie
bags, a ride on
the Conch Tour
Train, and entrance
into the Key West
Shipwreck Treasure
Museum.

Cruising
by Andy Kirby; Cruise Ship Liasion

The cruise ship industry is big business, with close to 300 ships
sailing at any given time. The impact on cruising to the US economy
is nearly $38 Billion annually, with over 14 million people cruising
each year, and growing at a steady 7.4% rate each year. Although
75% of cruisers travel with their spouse, a growing trend is family
reunions and get-away destination weddings. Imagine taking all
100 wedding guests on your honeymoon!
When you are selling, it is always helpful to know as much
about your potential customers as you do about your products.
The average age of a cruise ship guest is over 50, 86% of whom are
college graduates, and spend $1,770 per person for a week long
cruise. 80% of cruise passengers report is as a great way to sample
new destinations, and the most appealing area to cruise is right
here in the Caribbean. Key West is a highly rated port, and our
shore excursions are a great way to introduce the Historic Tours of
America® products to guests from around the world.
To everyone that helps support our business and keeps the ball
rolling, I thank you! Safe travels and enjoy your next sunset!

Thank You Key West!
by April Roskovensky; Safety Officer - Key West Operations

So summer is beginning to wind down, which for us in Key West
means “season” is right around the corner. In the interim, we have
been catching up on our annual training and ride alongs. Riding
along with our train and trolley drivers is one of the things I really
enjoy about my position. Not only can I offer constructive criticism
when it is warranted; but I get to experience the different tours
and personalities that are fostered within our organization. We
really do have an amazing trolley and train family and these people
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old town trolley tours of key west
go the extra mile and surprise me every day. They have become
my eyes in the field; pointing out potential hazards and things
that can be improved. An efficient and reliable core group attends
safety meetings to fill me in on what they’ve observed because
they care and want to support the safety program we have in place
here. They let me see the island in a way I would not otherwise be
capable of allowing me to make things safer for our CASTmembers
and our guests overall as a result. This article is a great big ‘THANK
YOU’ from me to all of our amazing cast here in Key West…keep up
the good work and stay safe!!

“Cuzzy Bubbas”
by Tammy Osterhoudt; Charter Representative

True Key West locals, commonly known as “Conchs,” identify
themselves by how many generations their families have lived
here. A large percent of Key West residents are multi-generational
Conch families. I am proud to say that I am a 4th generation Conch,
with ties to the Bahamas and Cuba. For those who may not know,
Key West is a tiny speck in the middle of the Straits of Florida, a
2x4 island to be exact, which means we all know each other really
well and we know everybody’s business. There are no secrets here.
You get used to it, it’s just part of our lives, and it gives the island a
warm, family-oriented feeling. People refer to each other as Cuzzy
and Bubba, derivatives of ‘Cousin’ and ‘Brother’. And they are
family, in some distant relationship, through their mother’s aunt’s
twice-removed third cousin…you get the picture.
However, this can be tricky business in my job in Group Sales. It
seems many a person calling our Head Conductors about a charter
taking place on a weekend when I am not in the office, starts off the
conversation by saying, “I’m Tammy’s cousin and….” They often
think that this is the magic word to get them special treatment for
some off-the-wall charter request that has not been previously
contracted.
Many of us Conchs are related and cousins I have aplenty,
however, certainly not as many as come out of the woodwork
currying special favors! I have to admit that it does make for a
fun Monday morning topic when I am told about the latest “Cuzzy
Bubba” request.

castmember
spotlight
Phillip Baucom
Old Town Trolley Tours

I grew up in Key West, FL and
graduated from Key West High School in
2006. I attended Valencia Community
College in Orlando and graduated
with an Associate’s Degree in Business
Administration. I then went on to Florida State University. I
graduated in 2010 with a Bachelor’s Degree in Business Management.
After graduation I moved back to Key West.
My career with HTA began at Ghost’s & Gravestones in Key
West in June of 2011. I “brought to life” Private Bartholemew
Blackstone, a civil war bugle boy who died of Yellow Fever. I became
the supervisor at G&G. In September of 2012, I decided to leave
the paranormal world and came to Old Town Trolley. The best part
about my job is the guests. I enjoy making guests smile and making
their vacation memorable. I look forward to many challenging
opportunities ahead of me.

Q | What is your favorite vacation spot?
A | Disney or New York City
Q | What or who is the greatest love of your life?
A | My sister Diana
Q | What do you consider your greatest achievement?
A | Graduating from Florida State University
Q | If there was one place you would like to live
besides your current city, where would it be?

A | Orlando, Florida
Q | Who is your favorite hero of fiction?
A | Anyone from Star Wars

Roxy

HAPPY

Proud Owner: Veronica Brown; Old Town Trolley

This is Roxy and she is around one
year old. She was adopted in July of
this year from the SPCA by her mother,
Trolley Conductor Veronica Brown. She
was found hanging around at the Green
Parrot bar, another famous bar here in
Key West, as a kitten. She arrived at her
new home to discover a less than friendly
welcome from her new brother, Demon. Demon
was not certain that he wanted company at first,
but Roxy won him over!
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ANNIVERSARY
august

Michael Gibson
Carol King
Conor O’Kelly
Georgianna Skinner
Danial Jones
Lorraine Maixner
The Nation’s Storyteller

Jack Houston, 6 years
Grace Spencer, 1 year
Lance Dropulic, 1 year

september

Jason Sisco, 9 years
Geoff Hintz, 6 years
Candace Jones, 5 years
John Sawaya, 1 year

conch tour train
Make It or Break It!

by Michael Jordan; Conch Tour Train Head Engineer

It is that time of year when the Conch Tour Train is able
to train new engineers and refresh senior engineers on their
tours. We have been doing our ride-a-longs and helping our
drivers fine tune their tours. We have been able to get drivers
to revisit attractions to refresh their memories and possibly
add new information to their stories. To get a different
perspective, drivers have also ridden with other tour guides.
It is a great time of year when we have the time to really get
to know our Island again. This is also the time of year that
many of our drivers are able to take vacations and get a little Gabe George, changed jobs from Train Mechanic to Vehicle
Restoration and is doing the bodywork to train 102.
time off to rest. Living in a very busy tourist town, our guests
inspire us to travel to places that we may not have thought of
before. Many times we learn from our guests just as much as they
Welcome Aboard
learn from us. However, it is not all fun and games, this may be a
New CASTmembers!
slower time for the island’s tourism industry, but we are staying
Tommy Allen has joined the cast of the
busy. For example, the maintenance team is busy refurbishing Conch Tour train as a sales representative.
Train 102 for the upcoming season. Doing a complete strip down Tommy is originally from St. Louis, Missouri
of the Train locomotive and then rebuilding it piece by piece.
and has lived in Key West for three years. In
In the last edition of The Nation’s Storyteller, Candy Jones (Old his spare time Tommy likes woodworking,
Town Trolley Head Conductor, Key West) encouraged us to take scuba diving and has his pilot’s license.
a guided tour while on vacation. This might possibly give you a Tommy loves working at the Conch Tour
different perspective. I was fortunate enough to be able to do this Train because he likes to meet new people
recently. I was on a helicopter tour over Glacier National Park. and to make them smile.
Fortunately the views were truly awesome. However the tour itself
Michael Pauley was born and raised
was just lacking in every way. The tour guide never even introduced in northeast Ohio in a little town named
himself. I now have a new appreciation for what we do and how Perry. Over the course of the last 20 years
we do it. And to be honest we do it well! Our drivers are some of Michael has lived in many places scattered
the most informative and genuine tour guides out there. I have the over the eastern seaboard. Moving from
pleasure of seeing how our drivers interact with guests on a daily Ohio to Panama City Beach, then to
basis and they always take that extra step to help make a guest’s Louisville KY, Alexandria VA, Atlanta GA,
experience memorable. So I am now throwing that challenge out Hattiesburg MS, and now in Key West.
there to take a guided tour on your next vacation. I am pretty sure
Michael, in his free time, enjoys
you will realize that we really do have the opportunity to make or spending evenings on his porch admiring
break a vacation experience.
the view, spending time with his dog/

Tommy Allen

Michael Pauley

best friend, Lucy, and just enjoying life
and making every day count. He has had
Andy Kirby
Lucy since May of this year. Prior to her, he
had a Boxer named Stella for 10 years. He is a huge animal lover
and would own a farm if he could; heck, he almost has one now.
Along with Lucy, he and his roommate, Steve, have three dogs;
Ellie, Frank, and Todd and a cat named Alex. There is NEVER a dull
moment in that household.
Michael currently works at the Conch Tour Train as an
Administrative Assistant. He thoroughly enjoys his job and his coworkers. They harbor a family-like environment and it really is a
great place to be. He thanks God everyday for the opportunities
Continued on the Next Page...

Coral, MJ, Justin and BJ taking a break.
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conch tour train key west
Conch Train Continued...

afforded to him.
Andy Kirby, Cruise Ship Liaison,
has a new addition to his family.
Waylon is a Yorkshire terrier –
Chihuahua mix. Waylon has also
become a part of the Conch Tour
CAST as everyone looks forward to
seeing him around the office.

Annual Picnic

The Conch Tour Train and
Old Town Trolley Tours of Key
West celebrated summer with a
company picnic. This event was
held inside due to the threat of
inclement weather, but a good
time was had by everyone. The
food was expertly cooked by
Roberto Alvarenga, Maintenance
Laurie and Georgiana
Supervisor. Marinated chicken,
hamburgers, kielbasa and hot dogs were served with all of the
appropriate sides. Chips, macaroni salad, potato salad and coleslaw
were also available. dessert was a huge birthday cake with over
17 names on it of CASTmembers celebrating birthdays in July.
This was a wonderful opportunity for all CASTmembers from the
transportation operations of the Key West site to get to know each
other and meet their family members, friends and pets. Thanks go
out to all of the volunteers who helped make this event so much fun
and a great success!

Spectacular CASTmember,
Author and Photographer

Three years in the
making,
Spectacular
Key West, includes 74
remarkable
full-page
photographs from our
own CASTmember Vaughn
Garner. As you turn the
pages, immerse yourself in
the unique beauty of the
Florida Keys’ landscapes,
Photo book by Vaughn Garner
sunsets, and architecture.
The architectural captions
convey the 19th century history of the tropical island city. Be inspired
by magnificent works that have been described as both surreal
and impressionistic. Spectacular Key West is an 8”x10” hardcover
book and was published by Key West Publishing, LLC. I must thank
everyone (you know who you are) who contributed ideas, proofreading skills, and unwavering support and encouragement during
the last three years. www.vaughngarnerphotography.com
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Janeice, Ben, Marina, Moe, and Bob.

Debbie Amole, Bubba and Devin Osterhoudt, Barbara Hayo, and
Tammy Osterhoudt enjoy the annual picnic.

The Conch Tour Train Cares

Bryan Lewis, Engineer for the train asked Leadagers if he could
grow out his hair to donate it to Locks of Love. Several other
CASTmembers have decided to join in. Mary Martinez, our office
manager, and Laurie Skinner, CTT Engineer, are also going to donate
their hair. We will be tracking everyone’s progress and keeping
everyone posted.

Diana Nyad’s Extreme Dream Swim

On September 16, 2013
Diana Nyad, at the age of 64,
accomplished her dream of
swimming from Cuba to Key West
Florida without a shark cage.
This was Diana’s 5th attempt at
the record. The first attempt was
when she was 28 years old. The
swim from Cuba to Key West
took 53 hours covering 103 miles
of open water. Diana made it
to Smather’s Beach at 1:50pm
with crowds of well wishers to
cheer her on. The following day,
a parade was held in Diana’s
honor and the Conch Tour Train
was included in the parade to
carry all the people who helped
Diana finally accomplish her
extreme dream.

The Nation’s Storyteller

castmember spotlight
A | After death:

Bob Lutz

I want
to be a cloud just
floating high above
the earth so that I
can mesmerize the
people below with
brilliant beauty
When the sun
bounced off me at
sunset it would be
like God’s hand
touching me.

Conch Tour Train

background

I was born and raised in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. I am three
years short of 50. Married to my wife Shannon, I have a daughter
Caileigh, son Colin and daughter Kelsey, sophomore, freshman and
6th grade respectively. They are ALL straight A students, involved
in student council, youth group, sports and having fun. I am a truly
blessed man to have such an awesome family.
My wife is originally from New Smyrna Beach, FL and we
decided to move to Florida. Little did I know I was coming this
far south. When we got to Key West I needed a job. The lady
who helped me get my Florida drivers license said you have a good
personality. You should try out at the Conch Tour Train. I said the
what? She said the train. So I took a ride, filled out an application
and two months from now it will be my fifth anniversary driving
the train.

Q | Which Historical figure do you most identify

favorite hero of
fiction?

A | My favorite Hero

of fiction is
probably Batman,
who doesn’t love
him?

Q | If you could choose one reality TV show to be on,

with?

A|

Q | Who is your

Abraham Lincoln. Why? We share the same birthday,
February 12th. He was a strong leader who brought
the USA through some of its darkest times. Everyone
is free in this nation because of him. If you want
inspiration, go read the Gettysburg Address.

Q | Which living person do you most admire?
A | My Mom and Dad. Happy 50th Anniversary! They are
the most loving and giving people I know.

Q | If you were to die and come back as a person or

what would it be?

A | It would be two shows.

Sons of Guns. I was raised
around guns and have loaded my own ammo, now
it would have to be Fast and Loud. My daughter and
I love old cars. I’d like to be able to build one for
her.

Q | What three things will you always find in my
refrigerator?

A | Orange juice (hey this is Florida!), butter and eggs.

thing, what do you think it would be?

butter makes everything better and eggs are good
anytime! Yum.

HAPPY

ANNIVERSARY
august

Eva Conaway, 33 years
Thomas DeFrancesco, 12 years
Sabrina Johnson, 9 years
Gabriel George, 2 years
Lorianne Lamirande, 1 year
Christina Beliles, 1 year

september

Tammy Osterhoudt, 20 years

twitter.com/keywesttours

conch tour train

facebook.com/keywesttours

Michael Pauley

retail

Alexander Allman
Dameion Meikle
Amira Tohirova
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spotlight

comments count

The Wicker Guesthouse

Randy Crouch

by Cheryl Actor; Director of Account Sales

There is more
to the Wicker
Guesthouse than
meets the eye!
What appears to
be a charming twostory yellow Conch
house fronting the
900 block of Duval
Street is just the
beginning. A walk down a meandering path through a tropical
garden of palms, hibiscus, fragrant frangipani, and Key lime,
reveals a hidden hideaway complex of six restored quaint Conch
houses painted in yellow, pink and lavender trimmed in white.
One two-story cottage adjacent to the pool even has a tropical
mural painted on the side! This charming cluster of Conch
cottages, offering a choice of 22 eclectic rooms and two villas, a
heated pool, multiple tucked-away sundecks and shady seating
areas, as well as an outdoor patio for continental breakfast,
is one entire block deep – from Duval Street to Center Street
behind it.
The warm, welcoming atmosphere of the family-owned
Wicker Guesthouse comes from their desire to make each guest
feel part of the family. The entire staff is dedicated to making
their guests feel at home. General Manager, Deborah Lyons,
Front Office Manager, Jennifer Herndon, and the rest of the staff
take care of their guests’ needs. Randy and Baiba take pride in
guiding their guests to all the great things to do in Key West.
Their location makes this a fun task.
Being right on Duval Street is appealing and exciting, as
the shops, boutiques, galleries, restaurants along the famous,
14 block-long landmark streets. Its numerous side streets and
lanes, equally filled with things to do, are just a walk away. The
island’s beaches and sunset celebration are but an interesting
walk or short bike ride away. While there is so much within
walking distance of the Wicker Guesthouse, the staff also knows
that having the Old Town Trolley Stop #11 (Truval Village) just a
block away, combined with the trolley’s two day, all day, hop on
hop off feature, is a nice and convenient way for their guests to
see and explore areas off Duval they might not otherwise see.
At the Wicker Guesthouse guests can go out, explore, and
have fun; come back, relax and kick back
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The Little White House to Get Improvements

The Little White House recently got
financial support from the Monroe
County Tourist Development
Council and the Key West Harry
S. Truman Foundation to get new
lighting on the north lawn as
well at complete refurbisment of
the bathrooms. Stay tuned for
completion pics of the bathrooms
in the next edition.

KW Aquarium
Eric Maddox
Kevin Jones
Kyle Knoblock
shipwreck treasures
Todd Borland
retail division
Beata Angelovics
Elias Emmanuel
Denilya Williams
Mark Drais
Christopher Perdomo
Jeannette Musiowski
Christopher Blandino
Mark Hall
Tiffany Hernandez
Andrew Memolo
Diane Solmo
Neriman Evers
Evonne Aviles
Kendall Gross
Dahlia Johnson
Jevelle Moore
Nozima Mamurova
Edward Cabrera
administration
Peter Annarummo
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The Key West Shipwreck
Treasure Museum has Gone to the Birds….
by Jesse Panrock; Supervisor

As our guests make there way through
our museum, everyone notices the silver
bar from the Nuestra Señora de las
Maravillas, our “Pieces of Eight” from
the shipwreck of El Cazador and of course
Philpot, our resident tower watchman.
Not until a recent display enhancement did our guests begin to
notice and ask about our golden eagles. This brought about an
opportunity for us as the Nation’s Storyteller. The golden eagles
are actually reproduced Bellamy Eagles. Here is a brief history that
we now share with our guests.
John Haley Bellamy (1836-1914) was a folk artist who specialized
in highly stylized carved wooden eagles and other decorative items
for ships and homes during the last quarter of the 19th Century in
New England. His highly stylized wooden eagles became so prized
for their quality and style. His eagles, with their prominent beak
features, became known as the “Bellamy Eagle”.
In 1880 the USS Lancaster, a screw sloop-of-war, launched in
October of 1858 was in dry-dock at Portsmouth Naval shipyard
in Maine for repairs. The vessel lacked one prominent figure, a
figurehead. A decision was
made to install one. The eagle
was chosen for the qualities it
symbolized within the United
States of America; courage,
liberty and immortality. John
Bellamy was chosen for the task.
Original Lancaster Eagle on display at
During the repairs for the USS
the Mariner’s Museum in Newport,
Virginia.

Lancaster, a gold-flaked
eagle, with its 19’4”
wingspan and height
of 10’ was mounted
to the bow, under the
direction of Mr. Bellamy.
The Lancaster Eagle,
as it became known, is
Asa Tift and crew with a reproduced Bellamy Eagle.
considered to be John
Bellamy’s master piece.
So what happened to the Lancaster Eagle? After the USS
Lancaster was decommissioned from active military service in 1902,
the Lancaster Eagle remained with the vessel until 1921. At that
time, the Lancaster Eagle was transferred to the Boston Navy yard.
Unfortunately, the eagle sat neglected for nearly four years. In 1925
the Lancaster Eagle was sold to the Atlantic Marine Exchange of
Boston for $262.89, instead of the Navy yard spending over $7,000
for its restoration. It was shipped by barge to the exchange, where
it sat with a price tag of $2,500 and a sign describing its origin and
in 1934 a representative for The Mariners’ Museum in Newport
News, VA purchased the eagle for $2,200. Once at the museum,
the Lancaster Eagle was restored to its original appearance and has
been on display since.
The Lancaster Eagle at the Mariner’s Museum is the only
known surviving figurehead carved by John Bellamy. Other works
of art from John Bellamy survive and on occasion sell for hundreds
of thousands of dollars at art auctions. His style of eagle is an
American icon representing courage, liberty and immortality.

HAPPY

ANNIVERSARY
august

Linda Cates, 29 years
Marie Jean, 7 years
Lillian Wrighthouse, 6 years
Daniel Merritt, 2 years
Isabel Perdomo, 1 year
Marina Timus, 1 year

september

CeCe Bateau, retail supervisor,
donned in merchandise drums up
sales in Caribbean Cargo.
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On Saturday September 21st, TEAM
HTA participated in their second FKCC
Sprint Triathon. Claire Hiller (Swimming),
Clinton Curry (Biking) and Monica Munoz
(Running). Great job guys!

Ed Swift III visits with Dexter Morse, store
manager of the Washington Welcome
Center

Pam Guin, 18 years
Thomas Marmion, 14 years
Hilda Perez, 14 years
Matthew Murphy, 4 years
Sandra Windham, 1 year
Melissa Levesque, 1 year

twitter.com/trumankeywest

twitter.com/keywestaquarium

facebook.com/trumankeywest

facebook.com/keywestaquarium
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HTA Half Million Dollar Sales Club
Bobby Bernreuter; Special Projects

year in a row. Joining her was David Mahl
who sold over $518,000. David Thornton
the General Manager, and Rod LaBranche,
Director of Sales, were present to hand out
the awards.
In St. Augustine there were three: Gayle
Jenkins, who reached over $583,000 in
sales; Bill Swicegood, with over $551,000; and Linda Riskus, with
over $515,000. David Chatterton the General Manager, and Terry
Akras the Head Sales Rep were there to present the awards.
All five inductees were awarded the silver “HTA Half Million
Dollar Sales Club” pin, a certificate of membership, and a check for
$500. Please congratulate them on their achievements.
It was noted that HTA has quite a
few super sales CASTmembers hovering
in the wings with well over $400,000
in sales this past year and we hope to
have them join this elite club next year.
Wouldn’t it be great if every sales rep
were in this group? We also look forward
to someone reaching that pinnacle of
One Million Dollars and setting a new
level of achievement. Barbie?
Bobby Bernreuter congratulates the San Diego team

On Friday of August 16th, two events took place that were
unprecedented in Historic Tours of America. Five sales reps from
two cities were inducted as charter members into a prestigious
new club founded this year to celebrate the highest performers of
our sales CAST. There is only one requirement to be inducted into
this elite club and that is to achieve over a half million dollars in
ticket sales in one year. Chris Belland, Ed Swift III, Ed Swift IV, and
Bobby Bernreuter made the presentations personally from Key
West using the Skype network.
HTA is proud to announce the five charter members of the HTA
Half Million Dollar $ale$ Club:
In San Diego there were two: Barbie Harrell who achieved over
$708,000 in sales and is our nation’s top producer for the fourth

Bobby Bernreuter congratulates the St. Augustine team
on their achievements. Photoed along side Bobby are
Bill Swicegood, Gayle Jenkins, Linda Riskus, Terry Akras,
David Chatterton and Ed Swift III

on their achievements. Photoed along side Bobby are
David Thornton, David Mahl, Rod LaBranche and Barbie
Harrell.

It’s Flu Season... Don’t Forget Your Shot!

Monica Munoz does not like needles.
Piper Smith visits her local CVS for her
yearly shot.

There is no phasing Greg Curry!
Layfield Long toughs it out!

HAPPY

ANNIVERSARY
august

Nancy Ramsdale sits bravely through
her shot.

Frank Glander from the Conch
Train and Pat Corella from
Walgreens Pharmacy

september

Mike Pauley from the Conch Tour
Train gets his shot.
David Hecht, Claire Hiller, Cheryl
Actor and Tammy Oosterhoudt
sign up for their shots.

Pamela Perez, 28 years
Cruz Rioseco, 16 years
Freddy Varela, 12 years
Richard Milelli, 9 years
Jennifer Belland, 2 years

Mark Timmer
Christina Williams
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Nancy Aspinwall, 11 years
James Lamberson, 11 years
David Hecht, 1 year
Candice Atwell, 1 year
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29th Annual

A DAY TO REMEMBER

On Saturday, September 14th, 2013 Old Town Trolley Tours
and the Conch Tour Train in conjunction with the DoubleTree
Grand Key Resort hosted the 29th annual “A Day to Remember”
in honor of the senior citizens of Key West. On this a given day
each year, we throw a FREE party for the senior citizens in our
community. This year we had over 150 guests in attendance.
On the day of the event, the Old Town Trolley and Bone Island
Shuttle picked up the seniors from various locations around town
and brought them to the DoubleTree Grand Key where they were
serenaded by the Key West Violin Studio and Red Shawl Ladies.
While our local Boy Scout troops served lunch, the Blessed
Community Choir provided a show of entertainment. New to the
program this year was the Southernmost Dance Theatre II who
performed two dance numbers. As the afternoon progressed,
local celebrity Howard Livingston joined in on the festivities when
he performed numerous songs.
Raffles, prizes and bingo were played. As each of our guests
left, we gave them a souvenir goodie bag to take home with them
as a memory of the day.

Isabel Thorn presented Ed Swift and Chris
Belland with a sign used in the 1980s and
1990s by the Red Shawl Ladies to greet
passengers disembarking off the cruise
ships.

Bob Wolz presented the crowd with an
enlightening invocation.

Trolley and Bone Island Shuttle drivers Robert and J were on hand to help out.

Chris and Ed pose with the Southernmost Dance Theatre II
Mary Bacle, Ed Swift, and Elsie Hamilton
Nancy Swift and Bob Bernreuter

Janice Long, Bobby Bernreuter, Layfield Long,
Commissioner Clayton Lopez and Nancy Swift.

Chris Belland and Piper Smith.
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Monica Munoz and Mary Bacle

The Southernmost Dance Theatre II and
the FKCC Professional Ballet Program
warm up for their second number
Quimbara by Cecelia Cruz.
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Event Coordinator Monica Munoz and
Red Shawl Lady Isabel Thorn.

Freedom Saved by Yankee Freedom
Terry Strickland; General Manager

A Loggerhead turtle entangled in a trap line and floats. The rear flipper is held tight by the
loops of the trap line and floats.

In order to get to the Dry Tortugas National Park the Yankee
Freedom III has to cross almost 70 miles of open water each way.
A lot can happen out on the ocean and quite often the ferry is in
a unique position to render assistance to vessels that have run into
trouble – sometimes that’s just the loan of a wrench and sometimes
it’s rescuing Cuban refugees from sinking homemade boats. This
Labor Day the unfortunate party in need of rescue was a juvenile
Loggerhead turtle.
During the voyage to the Park on September 1st Captain Rick
Gauron spotted the turtle on the surface and noticed that it was
entangled in a trap line, with the line and floats wrapped around one
of its rear flippers. This not only made it difficult for the turtle to
submerge but also created the danger that it would become further
entangled and drown. Upon return to Key West Captain Rick notified
the Fish and Wildlife Service and also called Richie Morreti, owner of
the famous Turtle Hospital in Marathon. The Turtle Hospital rescues
and rehabilitates injured or sick sea turtles and upon recovery
releases them back into the wild. Several turtles have been released
from the Yankee Freedom or at the Dry Tortugas over the years.
On September 2nd Richie accompanied the Yankee Freedom on
the trip to the Dry Tortugas in hopes that the turtle would still be in
the same vicinity. The plan was to evaluate the turtle’s condition and
if necessary capture it for treatment. Captain Rick was able to locate
the turtle again and maneuver the 110’ long catamaran close enough
to allow snagging the trap line with a boat hook. The turtle was

Crewmember Eric Grandcourt and turtle vet Richie Moretti haul the tangled turtle
onto the Yankee Freedom III.

gently pulled over to the boat
and upon examination Richie
determined that although
there was some abrasion to
the skin of the flipper the turtle
was in good shape.
With the help of one of
the crew, Eric “Strongman”
Grandcourt, the 100 pound
Loggerhead was pulled onto
the deck and the line removed.
This entire process was
observed with excitement by
the passengers. “I’ve never
had an audience of over a
Eric Grandcourt holds the turtle while Richie
Moretti removes the trap line from its rear
hundred people while doing
flipper.
something like this,” Richie
noted. “Since the rescuer gets to name the turtle and they were all
on the same boat doing the rescuing, I asked them what they would
like to name it.” The overwhelming response? “Freedom!” The
turtle, probably a female between 10-15 years old, seemed to take
that to heart and when lowered back into the water immediately
sped off for the deep blue ocean.

Life is Full of Unexpected Turns
Life is full of unexpected turns, some are good, some are
bad and some are just sad. Such was the case for all of us on the
morning of October 14th when Hank Amole called us to tell us
that Debby had passed away. Debby had been fighting so hard
and was so determined to beat her cancer but unfortunately
her heart gave out and she succumbed to a disease that has
taken so many that we know and love.
Debby came to work in the Finance Department on August
13, 2001 and gave a great eight every day until she started
her treatments in July of 2013. Debby loved numbers and
people, especially her fellow CASTmembers in San Diego and
St. Augustine who she worked closely with as their GL person.
As for the finance department, we have lost a great co-worker

and friend and someone who
could always put a positive
spin on life.
We wish the best for Hank
and Dundee as they start a
new live in Umatilla and we
will think of them often as
we glance at the picture we
have chosen of Debby to hang
on the wall in the Finance
Department.

August - September 2013
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that it’s okay to cry once in a while.

...from Beth Cohen

I never thought a day would
come when I would have to write a
good bye letter to Matthew because
he was leaving OTT. To me, he is
as much a part of this company as
the trolleys themselves. But alas, that day has come and
Matthew has announced that he is leaving the company. It’s
hard to put into words the different thoughts and emotions
that ran through me as I digested what Matthew said when
he made the announcement. From what I remember I
started out shocked, then went into denial and then sadness.
I don’t think I’ve reached full acceptance yet, but I’ve entered
the beginning stage.
It’s been a pleasure to work with and for Matthew. He
is easy going and allows everyone to take the reins in their
own jobs which allows for each person to grow into their job and
make the job their own. He is also hands on when needed whether
it’s visiting long-time vendors, helping to recruit new vendors, or just
to give advice on how to handle a difficult situation. (Matthew is also
hands on in other departments, but as the Vendor Sales Rep I most
remember these instances. Oh – and Matthew does hop in and drive
the loop - which the vendors love).
I’m not very good at descriptive writing, but suffice it to say that
anyone who knows Matthew Murphy knows that he is one of a kind
– in the most endearing, amusing, and unique way. I love how the
strongest reaction I’ve seen from Matthew when something really
takes him by surprise is to utter “Jiminy Cricket” or is it “Jiminy
Christmas”? It’s something along those lines. And I’ll always
remember his hearty laughter when something really tickles his
funny bone. He certainly doesn’t hold back when it comes to a good
belly laugh – which we all could use every now and then.
Creative is the first adjective that comes to my mind when
thinking about Matthew. Not only is he an actor, but a poet as well.
I’m sure I’m not the first to mention Matthew’s holiday party poem.
For several years now, Matthew has taken the time to write a long
poem about Old Town Trolley Tours of Boston and the people who
work here. Perhaps you’ve read it – it gets published in the Nation’s
Storyteller. The poems are always funny, imaginative and original. I
don’t know how he does it, but Matthew manages to come up with a
new poem every year.
Not only won’t the holiday party be the same without Matthew
but this whole operation won’t be the same. He is a tough act to
follow and will be sorely missed. I wish him nothing but the best
in his new venture. Matthew – please keep in touch and keep me
posted on what you’re up to!

...from Cheryl DeSimone

Matthew Murphy has been my mentor for 10 years. When I
started here I didn’t know he would become my mentor but I am very
glad he did. When I stop and realize that I won’t be his “right hand”
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girl anymore I get
really emotional.
It has truly been a
pleasure working
for Matthew. I
would tell him all
the time that he
is by far the best
boss I’ve ever had and I truly meant it. I was very fortunate because
Matthew and I developed a great relationship that included respect
and trust. I have been very fortunate to have had the chance to work
with him for all these years.
Matthew made it a habit of always thanking me for all I did
for him. Even though I didn’t need to hear the thank you it always
made me feel so appreciated and sometimes that is so much more
important than anything else.
I am going to miss so many of the little things from Matthew like
when he would say to me, “no pressure” if I had to call out sick or
haven’t gotten to a project that I needed to work on. He said it the
other night while we were doing recap together and I had to hold
back the tears which was not easy, especially for me!
One of the best pieces of advice he ever gave me was early on he
would tell me, “keep your chin high and your skin thick”. He would
remind me that nothing is personal it was just the position. I still
repeat that to myself every day when I need to.
When I started working here at OTT, I had just broken my foot
in three places so I had a cast on my leg for a long while. When I
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attended the first
CASTmeeting
he
introduced me as the
newest CASTmember! I
realized then his sense
of humor and thought,
this is going to work!
I keep threatening Matthew that I am going to chain him to his
office so he can’t leave. I know this sounds selfish but he has become
my friend and I am really going to miss him.
I wish you the best of luck Matthew and know you will always
have a friend in me!

...from Sue Pye

I started working at Old Town Trolley in May of 1995, Matthew was
already here at that time. Matthew was a dispatcher. I remember
being a waiter when he was dispatching and when Matthew was
dispatching the waiter really didn’t wait you were often on the
move. He would have me driving from one end of the city to the
other chasing the elusive yellow, sometimes getting there to pick up
people sometimes not. After a few months I finally got up the nerve
and asked Matthew what was the reason for all the driving around.
He told me that he knew I knew the city well and could get any place
he needed quickly and safely. Also Matthew was then as he is now,
all about planning ahead. Getting a trolley to a stop before a yellow
happened was always his goal. I learned a lot from him that I would
later use to dispatch myself. “Look at the dispatch board as a puzzle
and get the trolleys where they need to be,” he would say. Words
that I still live by.
Through the years I have worked with Matthew as he has served
in many positions with the company and I have always had the

utmost respect for him
and how he cares for the
people that he works with.
Matthew always thanked
me as a conductor at the
end of his dispatch shifts
for doing a good job out
there. Something I do to
this day whether I am dispatching or training or doing recap I always
thank the people I have been with for that day. Thank you Matthew,
for teaching me the importance of this small but hugely valuable
lesson.
A recent story that I would like to relate happened almost two
years ago. I had been at physical therapy when I broke my leg.
While I was recovering and staying with my sister and her family I
had received a couple of calls from Matthew just checking in and
seeing how I was doing. One day the phone rang, I answered, and
it was Matthew. After asking the usual questions he said, “So I have
been talking to Ed IV and Joanna in Key West.” You can imagine
my thoughts at that point there was dead silence on my side of the
conversation and I finally said, “Okay?” At which point Matthew
rapidly tried to assure me that it was a good conversation and I was
being offered the position of Safety Officer to go along with the
work that I do as the trainer. We talked for a few more minutes and
Matthew asked me to think about it and get back to him. Having
gotten over the whole I spoke to Key West thing, it was kind of
amazing. There I was, broken leg, unable to walk at all, no idea when
I would be walking, when I was going to be able to go back to work
and I was being offered a new job…I don’t know of too many bosses
that would have that much faith in someone.
So thank you Matthew. You have made me a better person for
having worked with you. Not only are you my boss, my coworker, my
teacher, but also and most importantly MY FRIEND.

...from Bob Gibson

The managers meeting when Matthew dropped the bomb that
shook Boston like a California earth quake, he was leaving Old Town
Trolley. I sat there and looked around the room to see very sad faces
and a few tears. I revisited the day that I first met Matthew off site to
interview for the Maintenance Manager position waiting in the lobby
of a down town Boston hotel. Getting ready to leave (Matthew was
twenty minutes late) he came rushing in with his back pack hanging
from his shoulder all flustered and apologizing for being late. We
spoke and that was also my first interaction with Joe Moyer. They
both interrogated me. I went home and my wife asked how did it
go and my answer was I don’t know this was the strangest interview
I ever had. I did not hear from Matthew for about two weeks and
I had accepted another job. The very day Matthew called to offer
me the job. I thanked him and explained that I accepted another
job. After being told that’s unacceptable and a lengthy conversation
he convinced me that this was the place to be. That is Matthew’s
strength to listen and then form the outcome. We have quite the
team here in Boston thanks to him and he will be sorely missed. It’s
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not good bye as long as HTA is part of his DNA and
I am sure he will be back from time to time to see
old friends.

...from Cathy Hutchinson

My first memory of Matthew Murphy is when
he called me into his office one day before I was
to go drive the loop. It was then that he “asked”
me to become the second vendor rep. Huh? Was
he kidding? Me? I actually said no. He told me to
think about it for a while. I did think about it
and reluctantly said yes. That was seven years
ago and I am still here. It has been a great run
for me and I look forward to holding down the
fort and putting out fires for years to come. The
only regret is that Matthew won’t be here at the
helm.
Matthew has a great way of selling Old
Town Trolley Tours to the vendors. You can tell
that he genuinely loves the product. I had to do
a sales pitch along with Upper Deck Tours to one of our vendors and
Matthew wanted to come along. The vendor gave Upper Deck the
choice of doing their presentation first or second. The twit said he
would go first. Never choose first. He gave a lackluster presentation
of what Upper Deck could do for the vendor. Then Matthew got up.
What a great presentation he gave. The vendors were practically
cheering in their seats! He wiped the floor with the Upper Deck
person. You should have seen him in action. That was the night he
made me especially proud to work for Old Town Trolley Tours and
with Matthew Murphy.

...from Michael Chandler

Matthew had been GM for about three months when he hired me.
I never considered this was the beginning of the longest non-family
relationship I would ever have. In a lifetime of human interaction, I
have met few originals and multitudes of copies. April the 16th, 2001
is the day I added one more original to that very small list.
Man lives between the lines and in the detail, no one more so
than Matthew…..and of course, in the land of trolleys, you can’t make
this stuff up….
He never asked me if I preferred Mike or Michael and I never
asked him if he preferred Matthew or that other word.
In 12 years I dispatched over 1,000 days. Most of them among the
very busiest we had in each year. Most of those days, I would have to
call for a leadager to help in the loop. Most of those days, Matthew
was working….and not once did he say he couldn’t get in a trolley and
drive loops. Not once did I sense hesitation or reluctance. He was
always willing to do what it took and for however long it took. That
will earn you a lot of credit and it is among his strongest assets.
“Flexibility is the hallmark of our profession,” spoken in the
interview and 146,234 more times up to and including today at 2:30
PM. He is willing to ask, he is willing to listen and he is willing to change.
Think about how few managers you know about whom you can make
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that statement. He is an
individual.
A phrase we share,
first spoken on an
August Saturday on our
way to 2,500… “This
Boston, we can purple
in February”….and he had been in the
loop for several hours at that point.
He has never apologized for being
Matthew Murphy. He has apologized for
the actions of Matthew Murphy…and thus
those apologies have meaning.
At 150 miles an hour, this guest
came off a trolley on one of those yellow
Saturdays…
Rightfully angry at having waited at
several stops, several times. She was
looking for the dispatcher and Matthew
took the bullet. A full 20 minutes later, still angry as a wasp, she
walked away. Matthew stood with her and listened and talked and
maintained his cool. He “won” by not losing.
When I first started selling the OTT advertising, Matthew was
correctly concerned about getting the OTT Map finished in time to
hit the streets by May 1. We had a weekly progress meeting, plus
several check-ups during the week. It was driving me crazy. So I
started the “map wall” and he could come in and look at the map
wall and know exactly where we were. Then one day, he looked at
the wall and sat, Buddha style, on the floor and said he was going
to stay there till I “finished” selling the map. Within the next few
days, I found a small Buddha….The next time he came in to check
on map progress, I put the Buddha on the floor in front of the map.
We laughed till tears. From then on he would sometimes look at the
Buddha, but his concern was over and the figurine became an avenue
of communication and expression. He could and can laugh at almost
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and said—“Matthew some day we should write a book and the title
should be “No one could make this *!@# up”! Well we had a good
laugh and went on our way. A few weeks ago Matthew told us he
would be leaving the company; a day or two afterwards he came into
my office and emotionally said to me “maybe someday we’ll get to
write that book”. I realized then just how much I was going to miss
that guy.

...from Ed Doerr

I first met Matthew on January, 14, 2008. After several phone
conversations prior to then we had scheduled an interview with
respect to the Depot Sales Manager position.
As it turned out, the day of our first meeting, Boston was hit
with a major snow storm and most of the city was shut down. So, I
thought, “I’ll show this guy” and I made my way in to the city from my
suburban home for our meeting.
Well, “this guy” showed me! He was here at base, the only person
in the building. The operation had shut down for the day, for obvious
reasons.
So, then and there, I knew I wanted to work with and for a
General Manager who showed that type of professional and personal
commitment.

...from Leslie Nagy

anything, with an honesty born of real
human understanding.
Olives...As in if you leave them in
the lid of your plastic salad container,
Matthew will soon be glancing over,
then lurking, then finally like the scene
in Diner... ”Are you going to eat your
olives? I mean, because if you’re not, I could eat them”…and then
they are gone. Every time, same script. But never nuts of any kind,
not even a nut whisper.
And finally, I want to thank him for Andrew Sullivan; for seeing
the potential in “The Official Trolley Tour of the Boston Red Sox”; for
being willing to occasionally educate the ignorant; and for the yawn….
Thanks, Michael Chandler

...from Donnie Kraby

After being a conductor for a few years I decided I would like to
try “moving up the ladder” a bit. At our company that would be Lead
conductor and so on. After a year or so I was given the Safety Officer
position but did not have anyone that reported to me so I was only
responsible only for myself. Well at this point the head conductor
position opened and I got the job. Having 40 to 55 people reporting
to me, doing Recap, etc. really opened my eyes to the big picture.
After about six months on the job there was a particularly trying day
and Matthew and I were commiserating in his office. I kind of exhaled

Looking back it has been a long time that Matthew Murphy and
I have worked together at Old Town Trolley. I have always been
proud to be associated with him as a coworker continuing through
to becoming my General Manager. We have shared in many daily
activities, functions, holiday parties, recaps, and even a trolley barn
dance.
Matthew has worn many hats in this company. My fondest
memory of Matthew is when he decided that he wanted to go out
with Tammy Biasin, the vendor rep at the time, to help with the
vendor appreciation program. The holiday was the Fourth of July
donning his Mr. America top hat, tie and tails , as pictured, Matthew
was a brilliant sight. It always makes me smile to see this picture of
him so exuberant.
More recently, I was in town with my boyfriend on a day off.
We were just driving through the city, and the trolleys were going
by us full. I looked up and who was driving one of the trolleys but
Matthew. When I pointed out that Matthew was driving the trolley
my boyfriend was amazed and awed that the General Manager would
have the time and inclination to don a hat and headset. But as I
explained, that’s what he does, and he
totally enjoys doing-- being out there and
on stage. I was really proud to be a part
of Matthew’s team that day.
I wish Matthew the best in his
future endeavor, both professional and
personal. It has been a great learning
experience working with him and his
professionalism and enthusiasm will be
greatly missed. Best regards and wishes!
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